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Unit 6 Activities على الوحدة السادسة تمارين 
 

Question Number Two 

A. Choose the suitable item from those given in the box to complete each of the 

following sentences. There are more words than you need. Write the answers 

down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

have a head for figures Law play it by ear lifelong banking and finance keep your chin up 
 

1) __________________________! I’m sure everything will be fine in the end. 

2) Economics and the global market have always interested me, but I wanted to study a subject with 

a clear career path, so I chose __________________. After I graduate, I want to begin a career in 

investment. 

3) I don’t think I’d be a very good accountant. I don’t really ____________________________. 

4) I’m not sure if it’ll be warm enough to have a barbecue. We’ll have to ____________________ 

5) Studying is a _______________ activity – you’re never too old to start! 

6) You should study _______________ if you’re interested in learning about the legal system. 

 

Get it out of your chest History global incresingly proficiency abroad 
 

7) Language (1) ____________________ is becoming (2) _________________ important for 

anyone who wants to travel or work (3) _________________ for a large (4) _________________ 

company or organisation.  

8) Studying _______________ helps you to learning about ancient and modern civilisations. 

9) I’m too nervous to do a parachute jump. I think that I’ll ________________at the last minute. 

 

put my back into it prospects get it out of our chest Physics Linguistics 
 

10) If you do a degree in Medicine or Law, you will find that your job __________________ are 

better than if you do a more general degree.  

11) If you’ve got a problem, talk to someone about it. It helps to ___________________________. 

12) Maths has always been my strongest subject, and I feel that by studying ________________ I can 

use my strengths to solve practical problems. 

13) Studying _________________ lets me focus on language in an analytical way. 

14) Yesterday, I studied very hard for the English exam. I really __________________________. 

 

 

Question Number Two 

B. Study the following sentences and replace the underlined misused body idiom 

with the appropriate body idiom and write the answers down in your ANSWER 

BOOKLET. 
1) Yesterday, I studied very hard for the English exam. I really play it by ear. 

2) If you’ve got a problem, talk to someone about it. It helps to get cold feet. 

3) I’m too nervous to do a parachute jump. I think that I’ll get if off your chest at the last minute. 

4) I’m not sure if it’ll be warm enough to have a barbecue. We’ll have to keep your chin up. 

5) I don’t think I’d be a very good accountant. I don’t really put my back into it. 

6) Have a head for figures! I’m sure everything will be fi ne in the end. 
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Question Number Two 

C. Choose the suitable items from those given below to complete each of the 

following sentences and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

1) Congratulations! Not many people ____________ such high marks.  

(achieve, achievable, achievement) 

2) If you work hard, I’m sure you will ____________.  

(success, successfully, succeed) 

3) It’s amazing to watch the _________________ of a baby in the first year of life.  

(develop, development, developed) 

4) My father works for an ___________________that helps to protect the environment.  

(organise, organised, organisation) 

5) One of the most important things that we give children is a good ____________.  

(educate, education, educational) 

 

 

Question Number Three 

A. Choose the correct forms of the verbs from those given below to complete each 

of the following sentences and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

1) A few years ago, as many as 1,000 schools across the USA _____________ making school 

years longer by adding up to ten extra days to the school year.  

(starts, is starting, started) 
 

2) Excellent grades in science and technology subjects can open many doors and _____________ 

to a variety of career opportunities.  

(is leading, lead, led) 
 

3) In Finland, however, students _____________ less than half an hour of homework per night.  

(are usually given, is usually giving, has usually given) 
 

4) One such school _____________ to educate fourteen- to eighteen-year-olds who have a special 

interest in working in the space industry.  

(has recently opened, are recently opened, will recently open) 
 

5) South Koreans _____________ school for 220 days per year.  

(has attended, attend, is attending) 
 

6) Students in Japan, Indonesia and South Korea _____________ the most time studying in the 

world.  

(spend, spent, were spending) 
 

7) Two summers ago, I _____________ five months studying Arabic at the German-Jordanian 

University near Madaba.  

(spends, am spending, spent) 
 

8) When they leave school, they _____________ well-placed to take any number of different 

career paths.  

(is, have been, will be) 
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Question Number Three 

B. Complete each of the following items so that the new item has a similar meaning 

to the one before it, and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

1) Maths is more popular than Science, but less popular than English. 

 English ___________________________________________ 

 Maths ___________________________________________ 

 Neither Maths nor Science ___________________________________________. 

2) Neither Maths nor Science are as popular as English. 

 English ___________________________________________ 

 Maths and Science ___________________________________________ 

3) Students don’t like doing Music and Art as much as they like doing Maths. 

 Students like doing Maths ___________________________________________ 

 Students like doing Music and Art ___________________________________________ 

4) There are not as many students studying Science as Maths. 

 There are ___________________________________________ 

 There are ___________________________________________ 

5) Portuguese children have to go to school for longer than children in Japan. 

 Children in Japan ___________________________________________ 

 Portuguese children ___________________________________________ 

6) In Jordan, children start school a year later than English children. 

 In Jordan, children ___________________________________________ 

 English children ___________________________________________ 

7) Jordanian children can leave school one year earlier than English children. 

 Jordanian children ___________________________________________ 

 English children ___________________________________________ 

8) Not as many people applied for Law in 2014 CE as in the previous year. 

 People applied for Law in 2014 CE ___________________________________________ 

 People applied for Law in the previous year __________________________________ 

9) Physics isn’t as popular as Biology. 

 Physics ___________________________________________. 

 Biology ___________________________________________. 

10) Law is more popular than Medicine and Dentistry. 

 Law ___________________________________________. 

 Medicine and Dentistry ___________________________________________. 

11) Engineering is less popular than Visual Arts. 

 Engineering ___________________________________________. 

 Visual Arts ___________________________________________. 

12) The living room is the same size as the drawing room. 

 The living room ___________________________________________. 

 The drawing room ___________________________________________. 

13) Students in class A are the same number as in class B. 

 The students in class A ___________________________________________. 

 The students in class B ___________________________________________. 
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Question Number Four 

Choose the suitable item from those given to complete each of the following 

sentences and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

1) 11% _______________ applied for Engineering in 2014 CE than in 2013 CE.  

(many people, much people, more people, as many people as) 
 

2) Business Studies is _______________ subject.  

(as many, as much, more, the most) 
 

3) Engineering is ___________________ than Visual Arts.  

(less popular, least popular, popular, as popular as) 
 

4) English is _______________ than Maths and Science.  

(more popular, most popular, popular, as popular as) 
 

5) English is _______________ studied subject.  

(many, much, more, the most) 
 

6) In Jordan, children start school a year ___________________ than English children.  

(late, later, the latest, as late as) 
 

7) Japanese and Jordanian children have __________________ compulsory schooling.  

(little, less, the least, as little as) 
 

8) Jordanian children can leave school one year _______________ than English children.  

(early, earlier, earliest, as early as) 
 

9) Law is _______________ than Medicine and Dentistry.  

(more popular, most popular, popular, as popular as) 
 

10) Maths is more popular than Science, but _______________ popular than English.  

(little, less, least, as little as) 
 

11) Neither Maths nor Science are _______________ English.  

(more popular, most popular, popular, as popular as) 
 

12) Not __________________ people applied for Law in 2014 CE as in the previous year.  

(as many, as much, more, the most) 
 

13) Physics isn’t ______________ Biology.  

(more popular, most popular, popular, as popular as) 
 

14) Portuguese and Turkish children have ________________ compulsory schooling.  

(as many as, as much as, more, the most) 
 

15) Portuguese children have to go to school for _______________ than children in Japan.  

(long, longer, the longest, as long as) 
 

16) Students don’t like doing Music and Art _______________ they like doing Maths.  

(as many as, as much as, more, the most) 
 

17) The _______________ growing subject is Computer Science.  

(fast, faster, the fastest, as fast as) 
 

18) The _______________ subject on the list is Computer Science.  

(less popular, least popular, popular, as popular as) 
 

19) The _________________ studied subjects are Music and Art.  

(little, less, least, as little as) 
 

20) There are not _______________ students studying Science as Maths.  

(as many, as much, more, the most) 
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21) Which subjects are ___________________, and which are the least popular? 

(popular, as popular as, more popular, the most popular) 
 

22) Is Maths ______________ Science? 

(popular, as popular as, more popular, the most popular) 
 

23) Do you think Geography is __________________ than History, or less interesting? 

(interesting, as interesting as, more interesting, the most interesting) 
 

24) Mahmoud works ______________ his brother. 

(harder, as hard as, the hardest, hard) 
 

25) I can’t run ______________ you. 

(fast, as fast as, faster, the fastest) 
 

26) There are not _________________ in our class as in yours. 

(as many people, more people, most people, as many people as) 
 

27) I don’t eat ________________ food as my brother. 

(as much fast as, as many fast, as more fast, as much fast) 
 

28) I don’t like running _____________________ I like swimming. 

(as many as, as much as, as more as, as much) 
 

29) We practise our English ___________________ as possible. 

(as often as, often, as often, oftener) 

 

Question Number Five 

A. EDITING 

Imagine you are an editor in the Jordan Times. You are asked to edit the following 

lines that have four underlined mistakes. Correct the mistakes and write the 

answers down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In Finland, however, students are usually giving less than half an hour of homework 

per night, and they attend school for fewer and short days than 85% of other 

developed nacions. Despite this, they achieve top marks in subjects like Maths and 

Science , In addition, most students also speak at least two, and often three, 

languages fluantly. 
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Unit 6 Activities Answers  على الوحدة السادسة تماريناجابات 
 

Question Number Two 

B. Choose the suitable item from those given in the box to complete each of the 

following sentences. There are more words than you need. Write the answers 

down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

have a head for figures Law play it by ear lifelong banking and finance keep your chin up 
 

1)  Keep your chin up! I’m sure everything will be fine in the end. 

2) Economics and the global market have always interested me, but I wanted to study a subject 

with a clear career path, so I chose Banking and Finance. After I graduate, I want to begin a 

career in investment. 

3) I don’t think I’d be a very good accountant. I don’t really have a head for figures. 

4) I’m not sure if it’ll be warm enough to have a barbecue. We’ll have to play it by ear. 

5) Studying is a lifelong activity – you’re never too old to start! 

6) You should study Law if you’re interested in learning about the legal system. 

 

Get it out of your chest History global increasingly proficiency abroad 
 

7) Language (1) proficiency is becoming (2) increasingly important for anyone who wants to 

travel or work (3) abroad for a large (4) global company or organisation.  

8) Studying History helps you to learning about ancient and modern civilisations. 

9) I’m too nervous to do a parachute jump. I think that I’ll get cold feet at the last minute. 

 

put my back into it prospects get it out of our chest Physics Linguistics 
 

10) If you do a degree in Medicine or Law, you will find that your job prospects are better than if 

you do a more general degree. 

11) If you’ve got a problem, talk to someone about it. It helps to get it out of your chest. 

12) Maths has always been my strongest subject, and I feel that by studying Physics I can use my 

strengths to solve practical problems. 

13) Studying Linguistics lets me focus on language in an analytical way. 

14) Yesterday, I studied very hard for the English exam. I really put my back into it. 

 

Question Number Two 

C. Choose the suitable items from those given below to complete each of the 

following sentences and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

1) Congratulations! Not many people ____________ such high marks.  

(achieve, achievable, achievement) 

2) If you work hard, I’m sure you will ____________.  

(success, successfully, succeed) 

3) It’s amazing to watch the _________________ of a baby in the first year of life.  

(develop, development, developed) 

4) My father works for an ___________________that helps to protect the environment.  

(organise, organised, organisation) 

5) One of the most important things that we give children is a good ____________.  

(educate, education, educational) 
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Question Number Three 

A. Choose the correct forms of the verbs from those given below to complete each 

of the following sentences and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

1) A few years ago, as many as 1,000 schools across the USA _____________ making school years 

longer by adding up to ten extra days to the school year.  

(starts, is starting, started) 
 

2) Excellent grades in science and technology subjects can open many doors and _____________ to 

a variety of career opportunities.  

(is leading, lead, led) 
 

3) In Finland, however, students _____________ less than half an hour of homework per night.  

(are usually given, is usually giving, has usually given) 
 

4) One such school _____________ to educate fourteen- to eighteen-year-olds who have a special 

interest in working in the space industry.  

(has recently opened, are recently opened, will recently open) 
 

5) South Koreans _____________ school for 220 days per year.  

(has attended, attend, is attending) 
 

6) Students in Japan, Indonesia and South Korea _____________ the most time studying in the 

world.  

(spend, spent, were spending) 
 

7) Two summers ago, I _____________ five months studying Arabic at the German-Jordanian 

University near Madaba.  

(spends, am spending, spent) 
 

8) When they leave school, they _____________ well-placed to take any number of different career 

paths.  

(is, have been, will be) 

 
 

Question Number Three 

B. Complete each of the following items so that the new item has a similar meaning 

to the one before it, and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

1) Maths is more popular than Science, but less popular than English. 

 English is more popular than Maths and Science. 

 Science isn’t as popular as Maths, but English is more popular than Maths. 

 Neither Maths nor Science are as popular as English. 

 Maths and Science are less popular than English. 

2) Neither Maths nor Science are as popular as English. 

 English is more popular than Maths and Science. 

 Maths and Science aren’t as popular as English. 

 Maths and Science are less popular than English. 

3) Students don’t like doing Music and Art as much as they like doing Maths. 

 Students like doing Maths more than they like doing Music and Art. 

 Students like doing Music and Art less than they like doing Maths. 

4) There are not as many students studying Science as Maths. 

 There are less students studying science than Maths. 

 There are more students studying Maths than science. 
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5) Portuguese children have to go to school for longer than children in Japan. 

 Children in Japan have to go to school for shorter than Portuguese children 

 Portuguese children don’t have to go to school for shorter than children in Japan. 

6) In Jordan, children start school a year later than English children. 

 In Jordan, children don’t start school a year earlier than English children. 

 In Jordan, children don’t start school a year as early as English children. 

 English children start school a year earlier than children in Jordan. 

7) Jordanian children can leave school one year earlier than English children. 

 Jordanian children can’t leave school one year later than English children. 

 Jordanian children can’t leave school one year as late as English children. 

 English children can leave school one year later than Jordanian children. 

8) Not as many people applied for Law in 2014 CE as in the previous year. 

 People applied for Law in 2014 CE are less than in the previous year. 

 People applied for Law in the previous year are more than in 2014 CE. 

9) Physics isn’t as popular as Biology. 

 Physics is less popular than Biology. 

 Biology is more popular than physics. 

10) Law is more popular than Medicine and Dentistry. 

 Law isn’t less popular than Medicine and Dentistry. 

 Medicine and Dentistry is less popular than Law. 

11) Engineering is less popular than Visual Arts. 

 Engineering isn’t as popular as Visual Arts. 

 Visual Arts is more popular than Engineering. 

12) The living room is the same size as the drawing room. 

 The living room is as big/small as the drawing room. 

 The drawing room is as big/small as the living room. 

13) Students in class A are the same number as in class B. 

 The students in class A are as many as in class B. 

 The students in class B are as many as in class A. 

 
 

Question Number Four 

Choose the suitable item from those given to complete each of the following 

sentences and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

1) 11% _______________ applied for Engineering in 2014 CE than in 2013 CE.  

(many people, much people, more people, as many people as) 

2) Business Studies is _______________ subject.  

(as many, as much, more, the most) 

3) Engineering is ___________________ than Visual Arts.  

(less popular, least popular, popular, as popular as) 

4) English is _______________ than Maths and Science.  

(more popular, most popular, popular, as popular as) 

5) English is _______________ studied subject.  

(many, much, more, the most) 

6) In Jordan, children start school a year ___________________ than English children.  

(late, later, the latest, as late as) 

7) Japanese and Jordanian children have __________________ compulsory schooling.  

(little, less, the least, as little as) 
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8) Jordanian children can leave school one year _______________ than English children.  

(early, earlier, earliest, as early as) 

9) Law is _______________ than Medicine and Dentistry.  

(more popular, most popular, popular, as popular as) 

10) Maths is more popular than Science, but _______________ popular than English.  

(little, less, least, as little as) 

11) Neither Maths nor Science are _______________ English.  

(more popular, most popular, popular, as popular as) 

12) Not __________________ people applied for Law in 2014 CE as in the previous year.  

(as many, as much, more, the most) 

13) Physics isn’t ______________ Biology.  

(more popular, most popular, popular, as popular as) 

14) Portuguese and Turkish children have ________________ compulsory schooling.  

(as many as, as much as, more, the most) 

15) Portuguese children have to go to school for _______________ than children in Japan.  

(long, longer, the longest, as long as) 

16) Students don’t like doing Music and Art _______________ they like doing Maths.  

(as many as, as much as, more, the most) 

17) The _______________ growing subject is Computer Science. 

 (fast, faster, the fastest, as fast as) 

18) The _______________ subject on the list is Computer Science.  

(less popular, least popular, popular, as popular as) 

19) The _______________ studied subjects are Music and Art.  

(little, less, least, as little as) 

20) There are not _______________ students studying Science as Maths.  

(as many, as much, more, the most) 

21) Which subjects are ___________________, and which are the least popular? 

(popular, as popular as, more popular, the most popular) 

22) Is Maths ______________ Science? 

(popular, as popular as, more popular, the most popular) 

23) Do you think Geography is __________________ than History, or less interesting? 

(interesting, as interesting as, more interesting, the most interesting) 

24) Mahmoud works ______________ his brother. 

(harder, as hard as, the hardest, hard) 

25) I can’t run ______________ you. 

(fast, as fast as, faster, the fastest) 

26) There are not _________________ in our class as in yours. 

(as many people, more people, most people, as many people as) 

27) I don’t eat ________________ food as my brother. 

(as much fast as, as many fast, as more fast, as much fast) 

28) I don’t like running _____________________ I like swimming. 

(as many as, as much as, as more as, as much) 

29) We practise our English ___________________ as possible. 

(as often as, often, as often, oftener) 
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Question Number Five 

A. EDITING 

Imagine you are an editor in the Jordan Times. You are asked to edit the following 

lines that have four underlined mistakes. Correct the mistakes and write the 

answers down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 مالحظات التصحيح الخطأ السطر

1 giving given 
وقع عليه الفعل لذلك الجملة مبني للمجهول و لهذا  studentsالفاعل 

 نستخدم التصريف الثالث للفعل

2 short shorter 

قبل الكلمة و لذلك يجب ان تكون الكلمة التي قبلها و   andيوجد كلمة 

صفة مقارنة يجب ان  fewerبعدها نفس الشكل و بما ان التي قبلها 

 تكون التي بعدها صفة مقارنة

3 nacions nations  

4 , .  

5 fluantly fluently  

 

 

 

 

 

 

In Finland, however, students are usually giving less than half an hour of homework 

per night, and they attend school for fewer and short days than 85% of other 

developed nacions. Despite this, they achieve top marks in subjects like Maths and 

Science , In addition, most students also speak at least two, and often three, 

languages fluantly. 
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Unit 7 Activities على الوحدة السابعة تمارين 
 

Question Number Two 

A. Choose the suitable item from those given in the box to complete each of the 

following sentences. There are more words than you need. Write the answers 

down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

draw up diet circulation memory postgraduate make 
 

1) Adnan never forgets anything! He’s got an amazing __________________. 

2) After Nasser completes his first degree, he’s hoping to do a __________________degree. 

3) Don’t sit still for too long – move around frequently to increase your __________________. 

4) I need to organise my time better. I think I’ll __________________a timetable. 

5) I used to eat too much junk food, but now I have a much healthier __________________. 
 

academic beneficial dehydration do make diet 
 

6) If you send money to charity, you will __________________a difference to a lot of lives. 

7) If you want to lose weight, you should __________________exercise every day. 

8) It’s __________________to take regular breaks when revising. 

9) It’s important to drink a lot of water in order to avoid __________________. 

10) Mariam is an excellent student. She gets top marks in __________________subjects like History, 

Arabic and Maths. 
 

concentration make take undergraduate vocational academic 
 

11) My brother has just left school. Now he’s a university __________________. 

12) My cousin is an electrician. Instead of going to university, he did a __________________course 

at a local training college. 

13) The deadline is tomorrow, and you haven’t done anything yet! You really must __________a start. 

14) You look tired. Why don’t you __________________a break? 

15) Zainab listens to music while she’s working. It helps her __________________. 
 

Question Number Two 

B. Study the following sentences and answer the question that follows. Write the 

answers down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

1) Do you mind explaining how I can solve this question? 

What is the function of the above question? 
 

2) It is said that learning a new language improves your ability to use your mother tongue more 

effectively. 

What is the function of the above sentence? 
 

Question Number Two 

C. Choose the suitable items from those given below to complete each of the 

following sentences and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

1) Adnan never forgets anything! He’s got an amazing _________________.  

(memorise, memory, memorable) 

2) Before an exam, you must _________________everything you’ve learnt.  

(revise, revision, revised) 

3) Don’t talk to the driver. He must _________________.  

(concentrate, concentration, concentrated) 
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4) For higher education in Jordan, students enter university, either for academic or ________courses.  

(vocational, vocationalise, vocationally) 

5) Have you had any _________________of learning another language?  

(experience, experiencer, experienced) 

6) How quickly does blood _________________round the body?  

(circulate, circulation, circulated) 

7) I’m confused. Could you give me some _________________, please?  

(advise, advice, advisable) 

8) In hot weather our bodies are in danger of _________________.  

(dehydrate, dehydration, dehydrated) 

9) Is one side of the brain more _________________than the other?  

(dominate, dominant, domination) 

10) Mariam is an excellent student. She gets top marks in _________________subjects like History, 

Arabic and Maths.  

(academy, academic, academically) 

11) Our country has a high standard of _________________.  

(educate, education, educational) 

12) Pre-school and kindergarten education is optional, followed by ten years of free, ______education.  

(compulsory, compulsoriness, compulsorily) 

13) Whether or not you remember something that you have learnt in the past _________________on 

the experience you had while you were learning it.  

(depends, dependence, dependent) 

 

Question Number Three 

B. Complete each of the following items so that the new item has a similar meaning 

to the one before it, and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

1) Are we allowed to eat sweets during the exam?  

Do you know _______________________________________ 

2) Can we take water into the exam?  

Do you know _______________________________________ 

3) Can you suggest a healthy breakfast?  

Do you mind _______________________________________ 

4) Could you explain the best way to revise?  

I wonder _______________________________________ 

5) Could you give me some advice about diet?  

Do you mind _______________________________________ 

6) Could you give me some advice, please?  

I wonder _______________________________________ 

7) Does the exam start at ten or half past ten?  

Do you know _______________________________________ 

8) Experts have proved that exercise is good for concentration.  

It _______________________________________ 

Exercise _______________________________________ 

9) Give me a glass of water, please.  

Do you mind _______________________________________ 

10) Have I passed my exam or not?  

Do you mind telling me _______________________________________ 

11) How can I relax?  

Could you explain _______________________________________ 
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12) How can I solve this Maths problem?  

Could you explain _______________________________________ 

13) How much does this book costs, please?  

Could you tell me _______________________________________  

14) How much exercise do I need?  

Could you tell me _______________________________________ 

15) How much revision should I do?  

Could you tell me _______________________________________ 

16) How much sleep do teenagers of our age need?  

Do you know _______________________________________ 

17) How much sleep does a teenager need?  

Do you know _______________________________________ 

18) How quickly does blood circulate round the body?  

Do you know _______________________________________ 

19) How should I draw up a timetable?  

Do you mind telling me _______________________________________ 

20) Is exercise better in the morning or in the evening?  

Do you know _______________________________________ 

21) Is it best to get up early, or to revise late at night?  

Do you know _______________________________________ 

22) Is it possible to improve my memory?  

Would you mind telling me _______________________________________ 

23) Is it too late to start revising now?  

Do you know _______________________________________ 

24) People think that learning a new language presents the brain with unique challenges.  

It _______________________________________ 

Learning a new language _______________________________________ 

25) People think that we only use a small percentage of our brain power.  

It _______________________________________ 

We _______________________________________ 

26) Please help me to plan my revision.  

Do you mind _______________________________________ 

27) Please tell me where you found that information.  

Do you mind _______________________________________ 

28) The experiment showed that multilingual participants were less distracted by the other tasks 

and therefore made fewer driving errors.  

It _______________________________________ 

Multilingual participants _______________________________________ 

29) They believe that language learning can also improve your decision-making skills.  

It _______________________________________ 

Language learning _______________________________________ 

30) They believe that people only remember 10% of what they read, but they remember 90% of 

what they see, hear and do.  

It _______________________________________ 

People _______________________________________   

31) They believe that solving puzzles keeps the brain active.  

It _______________________________________ 

Solving puzzles _______________________________________   
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32) They claim that speaking a foreign language improves the functionality of your brain in 

several different ways.  

It _______________________________________   

Speaking a foreign language _______________________________________ 

33) They claim that we remember things we hear in our sleep.  

It _______________________________________  

We _______________________________________ 

34) They have proved that multilingual people are also able to switch easily between completely 

different tasks.  

It _______________________________________  

 Multilingual people _______________________________________ 

35) They say that either the left-hand side or the right-hand side of the brain is used more than 

the other.  

It _______________________________________ 

Either the left-hand side or the right-hand side of the brain ___________________________ 

36) They say that fish is good for the brain.  

It _______________________________________ 

Fish _______________________________________ 

37) They say that practice makes perfect.  

It _______________________________________ 

Practice _______________________________________ 

38) They say that students who study foreign languages do better, on the whole, in general tests. 

It _______________________________________ 

Students who study foreign languages _______________________________________ 

39) They say that the best way to acquire a language is to immerse yourself in it.  

It _______________________________________ 

The best way to acquire a language _______________________________________ 

40) They say that the left-hand side and the right-hand side of the brain have different functions.  

It_______________________________________   

The left-hand side and the right-hand side of the brain ________________________________ 

41) They think that learning a foreign language can also improve your ability to use your mother 

tongue more effectively.  

It _______________________________________ 

Learning a foreign language _______________________________________  

42) They think that learning a new language also presents the brain with unique challenges.  

It _______________________________________ 

Learning a new language _______________________________________ 

43) What do you mean by ‘mnemonics’?  

Do you know _______________________________________ 

44) What do you mean by frequent breaks?  

Could you explain _______________________________________ 

45) What should I do on the day before the exam?  

I wonder _______________________________________ 

46) When will we know our results?  

I wonder _______________________________________ 

47) Where is the library?  

Would you mind telling me _______________________________________ 

48) Where should I revise for exams?  

I wonder _______________________________________ 
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49) Who is the Arabic teacher?  

Could you possibly tell me _______________________________________ 

50) Why does the sky sometimes look red?  

Do you mind explaining _______________________________________ 

52) Is there a postbox near here, please? 

Do you know _______________________________________ 

53) What is the time, please? 

Could you tell me _______________________________________ 

54) Who is that man? 

Do you know _______________________________________ 

55) Why is the train late? 

Do you mind telling me _______________________________________ 

56) Where is the nearest bank, please? 

Could you tell me _______________________________________ 

57) How did you solve this puzzle? 

Could you explain _______________________________________ 

58) They say that dolphins are highly intelligent. 

It _______________________________________ 

Dolphins _______________________________________ 

59) They used to think that the Earth was flat. 

It _______________________________________ 

The Earth _______________________________________ 

60) They believe that learners will absorb the grammar as they learn the vocabulary. 

It _______________________________________ 

Learners _______________________________________ 

61) They believe that the story is true. 

It _______________________________________ 

The story _______________________________________ 

62) People know that he is talented. 

It _______________________________________ 

He _______________________________________ 

 

Question Number Four 

Choose the suitable item from those given to complete each of the following 

sentences and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

1) ______________you know whether exercise is better in the morning or in the evening?  

(Do, Could, I wonder) 

2) ___________you tell me how much revision I should do?  

(Could, Do you mind, Would you mind) 

3) Could you explain ______________I can solve this Maths problem?  

(when, who, how, how many) 

4) Could you explain how I can ______________?  

(relax, to relax, relaxing) 

5) Could you possibly tell me ______________the Arabic teacher is?  

(when, who, how, where) 

6) Could you tell me ______________this book costs, please?  

(when, who, how, how much) 

7) Do you know ______________I’ve passed my exam or not?  

(whether, unless, even if, wish) 
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8) Do you know ______________we can take water into the exam?  

(if, unless, even if, wish) 

9) Do you know ______________we’ll know our results?  

(when, who, how, how much) 

10) Do you know how much sleep a teenager ______________?  

(need, needs, needing) 

11) Do you know if we ______________to eat sweets during the exam?  

(is allowed, are allowed, will allow) 

12) Do you know whether the exam ______________at ten or half past ten?  

(start, starts, starting) 

13) Do you mind ______________a healthy breakfast?  

(suggest, to suggest, suggesting) 

14) Do you mind ______________me a glass of water?  

(to give, gives, giving) 

15) Do you mind ______________me to plan my revision?  

(help, helping, to help) 

16) Do you mind ______________me where you found that information?  

(tell, to tell, telling) 

17) Do you mind explaining ______________the sky sometimes looks red?  

(when, who, how, why) 

18) Do you mind telling me ______________the library is?  

(when, where, how, how much) 

19) Fish is said to ______________good for the brain.  

(is, are, be) 

20) I wonder if you could explain the best way to ______________.   

(revise, revises, revising) 

21) It ___________that we remember things we hear in our sleep.  

(is claimed, are claimed, claimed) 

22) We are ___________to only use a small percentage of our brain power.  

(think, to think, thought) 

 

Question Number Five 

A. EDITING 

Imagine you are an editor in the Jordan Times. You are asked to edit the following 

lines that have four underlined mistakes. Correct the mistakes and write the 

answers down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

You will stay in one of our beautiful apartments ? You’ll hear and speak 

English all day long. You can either join a small group of other students of a 

similar level, or requested a ‘tailar-made’ course. For example, you may 

require a course in academic English to prepare you for undergrajuate or 

postgraduate studies, or a vokational course to help you with your career. 

Either way, you will live and work together as a family. 
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Unit 7 Activities Answers  السابعةعلى الوحدة  تماريناجابات 
 

Question Number Two 

B. Choose the suitable item from those given in the box to complete each of the 

following sentences. There are more words than you need. Write the answers 

down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

draw up diet circulation memory postgraduate make 
 

1) Adnan never forgets anything! He’s got an amazing memory. 

2) After Nasser completes his first degree, he’s hoping to do a postgraduate degree. 

3) Don’t sit still for too long – move around frequently to increase your circulation. 

4) I need to organise my time better. I think I’ll draw up a timetable. 

5) I used to eat too much junk food, but now I have a much healthier diet. 
 

academic beneficial dehydration do make diet 
 

6) If you send money to charity, you will make a difference to a lot of lives. 

7) If you want to lose weight, you should do exercise every day. 

8) It’s beneficial to take regular breaks when revising. 

9) It’s important to drink a lot of water in order to avoid dehydration. 

10) Mariam is an excellent student. She gets top marks in academic subjects like History, Arabic and 

Maths. 
 

concentration make take undergraduate vocational academic 
 

11) My brother has just left school. Now he’s a university undergraduate. 

12) My cousin is an electrician. Instead of going to university, he did a vocational course at a local 

training college. 

13) The deadline is tomorrow, and you haven’t done anything yet! You really must make a start. 

14) You look tired. Why don’t you take a break? 

15) Zainab listens to music while she’s working. It helps her concentration. 

 

Question Number Two 

B. Study the following sentences and answer the question that follows. Write the 

answers down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 

 
1) Do you mind explaining how I can solve this question? 

What is the function of the above question? 

 Asking a question in a polite, formal way. 

 

2) It is said that learning a new language improves your ability to use your mother tongue 

more effectively. 

What is the function of the above sentence? 

 A formal way of reporting thoughts and beliefs. 

 

Question Number Two 

C. Choose the suitable items from those given below to complete each of the 

following sentences and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

1) Adnan never forgets anything! He’s got an amazing _________________.  

(memorise, memory, memorable) 
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2) Before an exam, you must _________________everything you’ve learnt.  

(revise, revision, revised) 

3) Don’t talk to the driver. He must _________________.  

(concentrate, concentration, concentrated) 

4) For higher education in Jordan, students enter university, either for academic or _______courses.  

(vocational, vocationalise, vocationally) 

5) Have you had any _________________of learning another language?  

(experience, experiencer, experienced) 

6) How quickly does blood _________________round the body?  

(circulate, circulation, circulated) 

7) I’m confused. Could you give me some _________________, please?  

(advise, advice, advisable) 

8) In hot weather our bodies are in danger of _________________.  

(dehydrate, dehydration, dehydrated) 

9) Is one side of the brain more _________________than the other?  

(dominate, dominant, domination) 

10) Mariam is an excellent student. She gets top marks in _________________subjects like History, 

Arabic and Maths.  

(academy, academic, academically) 

11) Our country has a high standard of _________________.  

(educate, education, educational) 

12) Pre-school and kindergarten education is optional, followed by ten years of free, _____education.  

(compulsory, compulsoriness, compulsorily) 

13) Whether or not you remember something that you have learnt in the past _________________on 

the experience you had while you were learning it.  

(depends, dependence, dependent) 

 

Question Number Three 

B. Complete each of the following items so that the new item has a similar meaning 

to the one before it, and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

1) Are we allowed to eat sweets during the exam?  

Do you know if we are allowed to eat sweets during the exam? 

2) Can we take water into the exam?  

Do you know if we can take water into the exam? 

3) Can you suggest a healthy breakfast?  

Do you mind suggesting a healthy breakfast? 

4) Could you explain the best way to revise?  

I wonder if you could exaplain the best way to revise. 

5) Could you give me some advice about diet?  

Do you mind giving me some advice about diet? 

6) Could you give me some advice, please?  

I wonder if you could give me some advice. 

7) Does the exam start at ten or half past ten?  

Do you know if the exam starts at ten or half past ten? 

8) Experts have proved that exercise is good for concentration.  

It has been proved that exercise is good for concentration. 

Exercise has been proved to be good for concentration. 

9) Give me a glass of water, please.  

Do you mind giving me a glass of water? 
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10) Have I passed my exam or not?  

Do you mind telling me if I have passed my exam or not? 

11) How can I relax?  

Could you explain how I can relax? 

12) How can I solve this Maths problem?  

Could you explain how I can solve this Maths problem? 

13) How much does this book costs, please?  

Could you tell me how much this book costs?  

14) How much exercise do I need?  

Could you tell me how much exercise I need? 

15) How much revision should I do?  

Could you tell me how much revision I should do? 

16) How much sleep do teenagers of our age need?  

Do you know how much sleep teenagers of our age need? 

17) How much sleep does a teenager need?  

Do you know how much sleep a teenager needs? 

18) How quickly does blood circulate round the body?  

Do you know how quickly blood circulates round the body? 

19) How should I draw up a timetable?  

Do you mind telling me how I should draw up a timetable? 

20) Is exercise better in the morning or in the evening?  

Do you know if exercise is better in the morning or in the evening? 

21) Is it best to get up early, or to revise late at night?  

Do you know if it is best to get up early, or to revise late at night? 

22) Is it possible to improve my memory?  

Would you mind telling me if it is possible to improve my memory? 

23) Is it too late to start revising now?  

Do you know if it is too late to start revising now? 

24) People think that learning a new language presents the brain with unique challenges.  

It is thought that learning a new language presents the brain with unique challenges.  

Learning a new language is thought to present the brain with unique challenges. 

25) People think that we only use a small percentage of our brain power.  

It is thought that we only use a small percentage of our brain power. 

We are thought to only use a small percentage of our brain power. 

26) Please help me to plan my revision.  

Do you mind helping me to plan my revision? 

27) Please tell me where you found that information.  

Do you mind telling me where you found that information? 

28) The experiment showed that multilingual participants were less distracted by the other tasks 

and therefore made fewer driving errors.  

It was shown that multilingual participants were less distracted by the other tasks and 

therefore made fewer driving errors.   

Multilingual participants were shown to be less distracted by the other tasks and therefore 

made fewer driving errors.   

29) They believe that language learning can also improve your decision-making skills.  

It is believed that language learning can also improve your decision-making skills. 

Language learning is believed to also improve your decision-making skills. 
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30) They believe that people only remember 10% of what they read, but they remember 90% of 

what they see, hear and do.  

It is believed that people only remember 10% of what they read, but they remember 90% of 

what they see, hear and do.   

People are believed to only remember 10% of what they read, but they remember 90% of 

what they see, hear and do.   

31) They believe that solving puzzles keeps the brain active.  

It is believed that solving puzzles keeps the brain active.   

Solving puzzles is believed to keep the brain active.   

32) They claim that speaking a foreign language improves the functionality of your brain in 

several different ways.  

It is claimed that speaking a foreign language improves the functionality of your brain in 

several different ways.   

Speaking a foreign language is claimed to improve the functionality of your brain in several 

different ways.   

33) They claim that we remember things we hear in our sleep.  

It is claimed that we remember things we hear in our sleep.  

We are claimed to remember things we hear in our sleep. 

34) They have proved that multilingual people are also able to switch easily between completely 

different tasks.  

It has been proved that multilingual people are also able to switch easily between completely 

different tasks.  

 Multilingual people have been proved to be also able to switch easily between completely 

different tasks. 

35) They say that either the left-hand side or the right-hand side of the brain is used more than 

the other.  

It is said that either the left-hand side or the right-hand side of the brain is used more than 

the other.  

Either the left-hand side or the right-hand side of the brain is said to be used more than the other. 

36) They say that fish is good for the brain.  

It is said that fish is good for the brain.  

Fish is said to be good for the brain. 

37) They say that practice makes perfect.  

It is said that practice makes perfect.   

Practice is said to make perfect.   

38) They say that students who study foreign languages do better, on the whole, in general tests. 

It is said that students who study foreign languages do better, on the whole, in general tests.  

Students who study foreign languages are said to do better, on the whole, in general tests. 

39) They say that the best way to acquire a language is to immerse yourself in it.  

It is said that the best way to acquire a language is to immerse yourself in it.   

The best way to acquire a language is said to immerse yourself in it. 

40) They say that the left-hand side and the right-hand side of the brain have different functions.  

It is said that the left-hand side and the right-hand side of the brain have different functions.  

The left-hand side and the right-hand side of the brain are said to have different functions. 

41) They think that learning a foreign language can also improve your ability to use your mother 

tongue more effectively.  

It is thought that learning a foreign language can also improve your ability to use your 

mother tongue more effectively.   

Learning a foreign language is thought to also improve your ability to use your mother tongue 

more effectively.   
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42) They think that learning a new language also presents the brain with unique challenges.  

It is thought that learning a new language also presents the brain with unique challenges. 

Learning a new language is thought to also present the brain with unique challenges. 

43) What do you mean by ‘mnemonics’?  

Do you know what you mean by ‘mnemonics’? 

44) What do you mean by frequent breaks?  

Could you explain what you mean by frequent breaks? 

45) What should I do on the day before the exam?  

I wonder what I should do on the day before the exam. 

46) When will we know our results?  

I wonder when we will know our results. 

47) Where is the library?  

Would you mind telling me where the library is? 

48) Where should I revise for exams?  

I wonder where I should revise for exams. 

49) Who is the Arabic teacher?  

Could you possibly tell me who the Arabic teacher is? 

50) Why does the sky sometimes look red?  

Do you mind explaining why the sky sometimes looks red? 

51) Is there a postbox near here, please? 

Do you know if there is a postbox near here? 

52) What is the time, please? 

Could you tell me what the time is? 

53) Who is that man? 

Do you know who that man is? 

54) Why is the train late? 

Do you mind telling me why the train is late? 

55) Where is the nearest bank, please? 

Could you tell me where the nearest bank is? 

56) How did you solve this puzzle? 

Could you explain how you solved this puzzle? 

57) They say that dolphins are highly intelligent. 

It is said that dolphins are highly intelligent. 

Dolphins is said to be highly intelligent. 

58) They used to think that the Earth was flat. 

It used to be thought that the Earth was flat. 

The Earth used to be thought to be flat. 

59) They believe that learners will absorb the grammar as they learn the vocabulary. 

It is believed that learners will absorb the grammar as they learn the vocabulary. 

Learners are believed to absorb the grammar as they learn the vocabulary. 

60) They believe that the story is true. 

It is believed that the story is true. 

The story is believed to be true. 

61) People know that he is talented. 

It is known that he is talented. 

He is known to be talented. 
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Question Number Four 

Choose the suitable item from those given to complete each of the following 

sentences and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

1) ______________you know whether exercise is better in the morning or in the evening?  

(Do, Could, I wonder) 

2) ___________you tell me how much revision I should do?  

(Could, Do you mind, Would you mind) 

3) Could you explain ______________I can solve this Maths problem?  

(when, who, how, how many) 

4) Could you explain how I can ______________?  

(relax, to relax, relaxing) 

5) Could you possibly tell me ______________the Arabic teacher is?  

(when, who, how, where) 

6) Could you tell me ______________this book costs, please?  

(when, who, how, how much) 

7) Do you know ______________I’ve passed my exam or not?  

(whether, unless, even if, wish) 

8) Do you know ______________we can take water into the exam?  

(if, unless, even if, wish) 

9) Do you know ______________we’ll know our results?  

(when, who, how, how much) 

10) Do you know how much sleep a teenager ______________?  

(need, needs, needing) 

11) Do you know if we ______________to eat sweets during the exam?  

(is allowed, are allowed, will allow) 

12) Do you know whether the exam ______________at ten or half past ten?  

(start, starts, starting) 

13) Do you mind ______________a healthy breakfast?  

(suggest, to suggest, suggesting) 

14) Do you mind ______________me a glass of water?  

(to give, gives, giving) 

15) Do you mind ______________me to plan my revision?  

(help, helping, to help) 

16) Do you mind ______________me where you found that information?  

(tell, to tell, telling) 

17) Do you mind explaining ______________the sky sometimes looks red?  

(when, who, how, why) 

18) Do you mind telling me ______________the library is?  

(when, where, how, how much) 

19) Fish is said to ______________good for the brain.  

(is, are, be) 

20) I wonder if you could explain the best way to ______________.   

(revise, revises, revising) 

21) It ___________that we remember things we hear in our sleep.  

(is claimed, are claimed, claimed) 

22) We are ___________to only use a small percentage of our brain power.  

(think, to think, thought) 
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Question Number Five 

A. EDITING 

Imagine you are an editor in the Jordan Times. You are asked to edit the following 

lines that have four underlined mistakes. Correct the mistakes and write the 

answers down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 مالحظات التصحيح الخطأ السطر

1 ? . 

او اداة سؤال لذلك الجملة  الجملة ال تبدأ بفعل مساعد

ليست سؤال و لهذا يجب ان تنتهي بنقطة و ليس عالمة 

 سؤال.

3 requested request 

و لذلك الفعل الذي قبلها و بعدها  orقبل الفعل يوجد 

يجب ان يكون نفس الشكل، و بما ان الفعل الذي قبله 

join   هو تصريف اول يجب ان يكون الذي بعده

 تصريف اول

3 tailar-made tailor-made  

4 undergrajuate undergraduate  

5 vokationational vocational  

 

 

You will stay in one of our beautiful apartments ? You’ll hear and speak 

English all day long. You can either join a small group of other students of a 

similar level, or requested a ‘tailar-made’ course. For example, you may 

require a course in academic English to prepare you for undergrajuate or 

postgraduate studies, or a vokational course to help you with your career. 

Either way, you will live and work together as a family. 
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12th Grade - Unit 8 Activities على الوحدة الثامنة                                                                 تمارين 
 

Question Number Two 

A. Choose the suitable item from those given in the box to complete each of the 

following sentences.  
 

pop 

 ينفجر

blame 

 يلوم، يعاتب

spill 

 يسكب

recall 

 يتذكر

affect 

 يؤثر

 

1) Don’t let the baby play with the balloon; it might ________________ and frighten her. 

2) I’m afraid I don’t ________________ your name. Could you tell me again? 

3) If you go to bed late, it will ________________ your performance at school the next day. 

4) Please be careful with your juice. Don’t ________________ it on the floor. 

5) The accident wasn’t your fault. I don’t ________________ you at all! 

 

point out 

 يرشد الى

look into 

 يدقق في التفاصيل

got away with 

 ينجو من العقاب

carried out 

 ينفّذ، يفعل، يقوم بـ

come up with 

 يفكر بـ

 

6) Adnan was late for the meeting, but he ________________ it. 

7) Can you ________________ my mistakes when I speak, please? 

8) I hope I can ________________ a way of solving this puzzle. 

9) The police will ________________ the incident. 

10) The results of the experiment which we ________________ yesterday were very interesting. 

 

look up 
 يبحث عن )معلومة(

look for 

 يبحث عن )شيء(

look forward to 

، يتطلع الىيحب أن  

get over 
 يتعافى من، يشفى من

get up 

 يصحو، يستيقظ

get on 
 يواصل، يستمر

take up 

، يتبنّىيبدأ  

take away 

 يزيل، يُبعديتجنّب، 

take off 

 يخلع

go away 

 يغادر، يخرج

go back 
 يعود الى، يرجع الى

go ahead with 
 يباشر، يبدأ )التنفيذ(

 

11) ________________ a new hobby 

12) ________________ a plan, and do it 

13) ________________ a word in a dictionary 

14) ________________ an illness, and feel better 

15) ________________ from home for a holiday 

16) ________________ in the morning 

17) ________________ some fast food 

18) ________________ something exciting 

19) ________________ something you’ve lost 

20) ________________ to where you started 

21) __________ with your work and complete it 

22) ___________ your shoes when you get home
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Question Number Two 

B. Study the following sentences and replace the underlined word/ phrases with the 

suitable phrasal verb. 
 

1) Let’s investigate the story and discover what really happened.  

2) I wish scientists would think of a way to prevent flu!  

3) I was born in a small village, but I didn’t spend my childhood there.  

4) This Maths homework is difficult! Could you show me where I’ve gone wrong?  

5) Before I can solve the problem, please tell me – how did it happen?  

6) I need to do some research before I start my project.  

7) Yaseen has replaced the plate he broke, so he will not be blamed for it.  

8) You don’t have to include your surname when you sign a friendly letter.  

9) Ahmad should hurry or he’ll be late.   

10) I thought of a great idea while I was swimming.   

11) That’s amazing news! How did you discover it?   

12) That information is important. Don’t omit it.   

13) We’ll drive past my old house. I’ll show it to you.   

14) It’s a mystery how the mistake happened.   

 

Question Number Three 

B. Complete each of the following items so that the new item has a similar meaning to 

the one before it, and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 
 

1 This book changed my way of thinking. (influence) 

 This book __________________________________. 

  

2 It was done accidentally. (purpose) 

 It wasn’t __________________________________. 

  

3 Who is in charge of these children? (responsible) 

 Who __________________________________? 

  

4 We had a great time. (experience) 

 It was __________________________________. 

  

5 How are Jaber and Mahmoud related? (relationship) 

 What __________________________________? 

  

6 People speak Spanish in most South American countries, but they speak Portuguese in Brazil. 

 Spanish_________________________________ 

  

7 My mother taught me to read. 

 I __________________________________ 

  

8 Fifty years ago, they hadn’t invented smartphones. 

 Fifty years ago, Smartphones __________________________________ 
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9 Our teacher has already marked our exams, and now someone is checking them. 

 Our exams __________________________________ 

  

10 They have just discovered some books that people wrote 200 years ago. 

 Some books that people wrote 200 years ago_____________________________ 

 

Question Number Four 

Choose the suitable item from those given to complete each of the following sentences 

and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

1) Adnan was late for the meeting, but _______________ got away with it. 

(he, it, her, I) 

2) Ahmad should hurry or __________’ll be late. 

(he, it, her, I) 

3) Farid and I are going to carry out the class survey. ______is about English learning difficulties. 

(he, it, her, I) 

4) Fatima is invited. Did you leave __________ out? 

(he, it, her, I) 

5) Fatima pointed her sister out to us and introduced us to _______________. 

(he, it, her, I) 

6) I thought of a great idea while ____________ was swimming. 

(he, it, her, I) 

7) I was born in a small village, but ____________ didn’t spend my childhood there. 

(he, it, her, I) 

8) I’m afraid I don’t recall your name. Could you tell _____________ again? 

(me, it, they, you) 

9) It is a great plan! How did you come up with ___________? 

(me, it, they, you) 

10) My mother taught _____________ to read. 

(me, it, they, you) 

11) People speak Spanish in most South American countries, but ____ speak Portuguese in Brazil. 

(me, it, they, you) 

12) That information is important. Don’t omit ____________. 

(me, it, they, you) 

13) That’s amazing news! How did you discover ____________? 

(me, it, they, you) 

14) The accident wasn’t your fault. I don’t blame _____________ at all! 

(me, it, they, you) 

15) The class looked at Omar in admiration when ________ gave a speech. 

(he, me, them, it) 

16) This Maths homework is difficult! Could you show ____________ where I’ve gone wrong? 

(he, me, them, it) 

17) We received your complaints. We’ll look into ___________________. 

(he, me, them, it) 
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18) We’ll drive past my old house. I’ll show _____________ to you. 

(he, me, them, it) 

19) Yaseen has replaced the plate he broke, so _____________ will not be blamed for it. 

(he, me, them, it) 

20) You don’t have to include your surname when _______________ sign a friendly letter. 

(you, me, them, it) 
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12th Grade - Unit 8 Activities Answers  على الوحدة الثامنة                                                                 تماريناجابات 
 

Question Number Two 

A. Choose the suitable item from those given in the box to complete each of the 

following sentences.  
1) pop, 2) recall, 3) affect, 4) spill, 5) blame, 6) got away with, 7) point out, 8) come up with, 9) look 

into, 10) carried out, 11) take up, 12) go ahead with, 13) look up, 14) get over, 15) go away, 16) get up, 

17) take away, 18) look forward to, 19) look for, 20) go back, 21) get on, 22) take off 
 

Question Number Two 

B. Study the following sentences and replace the underlined word/ phrases with the 

suitable phrasal verb. 
 االجابة  

 Let’s investigate the story and discover what really happened. look into (1 يدقق في التفاصيل

 I wish scientists would think of a way to prevent flu! come up with (2 يفكر بـ

 I was born in a small village, but I didn’t spend my childhood (3 يقضي طفولته، يكبر

there. 

grow up 

 This Maths homework is difficult! Could you show me where (4 يرشد الى

I’ve gone wrong? 

point out 

 Before I can solve the problem, please tell me – how did it (5 يحدث

happen? 

come about 

 I need to do some research before I start my project. carry out (6 يعمل، يقوم بـ

 Yaseen has replaced the plate he broke, so he will not be (7 ينجو من العقاب

blamed for it. 

get away 

with 

 You don’t have to include your surname when you sign a (8 يحذف، ال يضيف

friendly letter. 

leave out 

 Ahmad should hurry or he’ll be late. speed up (9 يُسرع، يستعجل

 I thought of a great idea while I was swimming. came up with (10 يفكر بـ

 That’s amazing news! How did you discover it? find it out (11 يكتشف

 That information is important. Don’t omit it. leave it out (12 يحذف

 We’ll drive past my old house. I’ll show it to you. point it out (13 يرشد الى

 It’s a mystery how the mistake happened. came about (14 يحدث
 

Question Number Three 

B. Complete each of the following items so that the new item has a similar meaning to 

the one before it, and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 مالحظات )استبدال الكلمة بمدلولها(  

1 This book influenced me. changed my way of thinking = influenced me 

2 It wasn’t done on purpose accidentally = not ……. on purpose 

3 Who is responsible for these children? in charge of = responsible for 

4 It was a great experience. a great time = a great experience 

5 What is Jaber and Mahmoud’s relationship? are………related = is ………’s relationship 
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الى المبني للمجهول( من المبني للمعلوم مالحظات )التحويل    

6 Spanish is spoken in most South American 

countries, but Portuguese is spoken in Brazil. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

V1 is/are+V3 

 

7 I was taught to read by my mother. V2  was/were + V3 

8 Fifty years ago, smartphones hadn’t been 

invented. 

had + V3  had been + V3 

9 Our exams have already been marked by our 

teacher, and now they are being checked. 

have/has + V3  have/has + been + V3 

am/is/are + V1+ing  am/is/are + being + V3 

 
10 Some books that were written 200 years ago 

have just been discovered. 

have/has + V3  have/has + been + V3 

 

 

 

Question Number Four 

Choose the suitable item from those given to complete each of the following sentences 

and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

1) he, 2) he, 3) it, 4) her, 5) her, 6) I, 7) I, 8) me, 9) it, 10) me, 11) they, 12) it, 13) it, 14) you, 15) he,   

16) me, 17) them, 18) it, 19) he, 20) you 
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Unit 9 Activities على الوحدة التاسعة تمارين 
 

Question Number Two 

A. Choose the suitable item from those given in the box to complete each of the 

following sentences. There are more words than you need. Write the answers 

down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

conflict make prepared small talk ask 
 

1) After the talk, there will be a chance for you to ____________ questions about anything you don’t 

understand. 

2) Before the serious discussion starts, we always make a ___________; it’s often about the weather! 

3) When two sides disagree and argue, there is ____________. 

4) When you are ready for something, you are ____________ for it. 

 

track record patient earn offense hands 

 

5) By working hard, you will ____________ the respect of your boss. 

6) If you are polite, you won’t cause ____________ or upset anybody. 

7) In business, when you meet someone for the first time, it’s polite to shake ____________ . 

8) When you can prove that you have experience, you have a ____________ . 

 

company negotiate patient mistake conflict compromise 

 

9) Be very careful when you answer the questions, and try not to make a ____________ . 

10) Nasser has applied to join the ____________ where his father works. 

11) When each side changes their position a little so that they can agree, they have managed to ______. 

12) When you stay calm and take your time, you are being ____________ . 

13) When you talk about business and try to do a deal, you ____________ . 
 
 

Question Number Two 

B. Study the following sentences and replace the underlined misused verbs with the 

appropriate ones to form the correct collocations, and write the answers down in 

your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
1) After the talk, there will be a chance for you to make questions about anything you don’t 

understand. 

2) Be very careful when you answer the questions, and try not to cause a mistake. 

3) Before the serious discussion starts, we always earn a small talk; it’s often about the weather! 

4) By working hard, you will make the respect of your boss. 

5) If you are polite, you won’t join offense or upset anybody. 

6) In business, when you meet someone for the first time, it’s polite to join hands. 

7) Nasser has applied to shake the company where his father works. 

 

B. Study the following sentences and replace the underlined misused collocations 

with the correct ones, and write the answers down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

8) After the talk, there will be a chance for you to shake hands about anything you don’t understand. 

9) Be very careful when you answer the questions, and try not to earn respect. 
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10) Before the serious discussion starts, we always cause offense; it’s often about the weather! 

11) By working hard, you will make the mistake of your boss. 

12) If you are polite, you won’t join a company or upset anybody. 

13) In business, when you meet someone for the first time, it’s polite to ask questions. 

14) Nasser has applied to make a small talk where his father works. 

 

Question Number Two 

C. Choose the suitable items from those given below to complete each of the 

following sentences and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

1) Before you apply for a job, check that you have the correct _______________.  

(qualify, qualification, qualified) 

2) Congratulations on a very _____________ business deal. 

(succeed, success, successful) 

3) It’s important to have an _____________ of different countries’ customs.  

(aware, awareness) 

4) My father often talks about what he did in his _____________.  

(young, youth, youthful) 

5) The company is pleased with your work and is happy to give you a _____________.  

(recommend, recommendation, recommendable) 

6) We should always be ready to listen to good _____________.  

(advise, advice, advisable) 

 

Question Number Three 

A. Choose the correct forms of the verbs from those given below to complete each 

of the following sentences and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

1) Ali did not pass his exams. If only he ____________ harder last year.  

(study, studied, had studied) 

2) Fadi has lost his wallet. He wishes he ______________ more careful.  

(was, were, had been) 

3) Huda was too busy to visit us yesterday. If only she _______________able to come.  

(was, were, had been) 

4) I am very hungry! I wish I _______________before I went to the conference.  

(eats, ate, had eaten, eating) 

5) I can’t do this exercise. I wish I _______________ it.  

(understood, understand, understanding) 

6) I couldn’t understand anything. If only I had studied Chinese!  

(studies, studying, had studied) 

7) I feel ill. I wish I _____________ so many sweets.  

(didn’t eat, hadn’t eaten, doesn’t eat) 

8) I feel ill. I wish I __________________ so many sweets!  

(don’t eat, didn’t eat, hadn’t eaten) 

9) I regret the deal now. I wish we __________________ it.  

(hadn’t done, did, does) 

10) I want to go out this afternoon, but I don’t feel well. If only I _______________a headache. 

(don’t have, didn’t have, hadn’t had) 

11) I wish I’d known more about the company. If only I __________________ some research!  

(do, did, had done) 
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12) I’m cold. I wish I _______________a coat.  

(bring, had brought, will bring) 

13) I’m looking at a beautiful view, and I’d love to take a photo. If only I ________a camera with me.  

(have, has, had) 

14) I’ve broken my watch. I wish I ________________it.  

(don’t drop, hadn’t dropped, won’t drop) 

15) Ibrahim was right and I was wrong. I wish I __________________ to him.  

(listens, listened, had listened) 

16) It was too hot to go to the beach yesterday. If only it_____________ cooler.  

(be, were, had been) 

17) Jaber isn’t old enough to drive a car. He wishes he __________________ older.  

(are, was, is) 

18) Jordan _________________ goods to the EU in 2011 CE.  

(exported, has exported, will export) 

19) Jordan __________ many products to the EU even before the 1997 CE trade agreement was made.  

(export, had exported, will export) 

20) Jordan needs to import a lot of oil. If only it ________________larger oil reserves.  

(has, had, had had) 

21) Mr Haddad does not understand the Chinese businessman. If only he ___________Chinese.  

(speak, spoke, had spoken) 

22) My brother and I never want to watch the same TV programme. I wish we _____ the same things.  

(likes, liked, had liked) 

23) My cousins don’t live near here. I wish they __________________ so far away.  

(aren’t, isn’t, weren’t) 

24) Our flat is very small. If only we __________________ in a big house.  

(live, lived, had lived) 

25) Smaller amounts of food, live animals and machinery _________________ to the EU.  

(were exported, exported, has been exporting) 

26) We’re late. If only we _______________up earlier.  

(get, had gotten, gets) 

27) Ziad did not know about Chinese culture when he went on a business trip to China. He wishes he 

__________________ a cultural awareness course.  

(do, did, had done) 

28) Ziad is not very good at basketball. He wishes he _____________ taller!  

(is , were , was) 
 

Question Number Three 

B. Complete each of the following items so that the new item has a similar meaning 

to the one before it, and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

1) Fadi has lost his wallet.  

He wishes he ___________________________________ 

2) He didn’t take piano lessons when I was a child. 

He wishes he ___________________________________ 

3) He didn’t visit England last summer.  

If only he ___________________________________ 

4) Huda was too busy to visit us yesterday.  

If only she ___________________________________ 

5) I did not do well in my exams.  

I wish I ___________________________________ 
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6) I didn’t help my mother much in the kitchen.  

I wish ___________________________________ 

7) I didn’t visit my grandparents yesterday.  

I wish I ___________________________________ 

8) I feel ill. I ate so many sweets.  

I wish I ___________________________________ 

9) I regret going to bed late last night.  

I wish I ___________________________________ 

10) I wish I had learnt English better when I was younger.  

If only I ___________________________________ 

11) I’m cold. I didn’t bring a coat.  

I wish I ___________________________________ 

12) I’ve broken my watch.  

I wish I ___________________________________ 

13) If only I had concentrated properly in class today. This homework is really difficult.  

I wish ___________________________________ 

14) Nader should have been more careful with his essay. He didn’t get a good mark.  

He wishes ___________________________________ 

15) Nahla could not find her way round the city very easily.  

If only she ___________________________________ 

16) Oh no! I’ve forgotten my library book. I left it at home.  

I wish I ___________________________________ 

17) Our holiday was not enjoyable.  

We wish our holiday ___________________________________ 

18) Our team didn’t play very well yesterday.  

If only they ___________________________________ 

19) Samia regrets being angry at breakfast time.  

If only Samia ___________________________________ 

20) Sultan forgot to do his Science homework.  

If only he ___________________________________ 

21) The meeting was not successful.  

I wish ___________________________________ 

22) They didn’t read more classic novels in Grade 11.  

They wish they ___________________________________ 

23)  We’re late. I got up late.  

If only we ___________________________________ 

 

Question Number Four 

Choose the suitable item from those given to complete each of the following 

sentences and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

1) After the talk, there will be a chance for you to ___________ questions about anything you don’t 

understand.  

(ask, make, shake, join) 

2) Be very careful when you answer the questions, and try not to ____________ a mistake.  

(ask, make, shake, join) 

3) Before the serious discussion starts, we always ________ a small talk; it’s often about the weather!  

(ask, make, shake, join) 

4) By working hard, you will ____________ the respect of your boss.  

(ask, make, shake, earn) 
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5) If you are polite, you won’t ____________ offense or upset anybody.  

(cause, make, shake, join) 

6) In business, when you meet someone for the first time, it’s polite to ____________ hands.  

(ask, make, shake, join) 

7) Nasser has applied to ____________ the company where his father works.  

(ask, make, shake, join) 

8) I’m cold. I wish I _______________a coat.  

(bring, had brought, will bring, brings) 

9) We’re late. If only we _______________earlier.  

(get up, had gotten up, gets up, will get up) 

10) I feel ill. I wish I _____________ so many sweets.  

(didn’t eat, hadn’t eaten, doesn’t eat, won’t eat) 

11) Fadi has lost his wallet. He wishes he ______________ more careful.  

(will be, is, were, had been) 

12) Huda was too busy to visit us yesterday. If only she _______________able to come.  

(was, been, were, had been) 

13) I’ve broken my watch. I wish I ________________it.  

(don’t drop, hadn’t dropped, won’t drop, doesn’t drop) 

14) After the talk, there will be a chance for you to ________________about anything you don’t 

understand. 

(shake hands, join the company, ask questions, make a small talk) 

15) Be very careful when you answer the questions, and try not to ___________________. 

(shake hands, join the company, earn the respect, make a mistake) 

16) Before the serious discussion starts, we always _______________; it’s often about the weather! 

(shake hands, join the company, earn the respect, make a small talk) 

17) By working hard, you will ________________ of your boss. 

(shake hands, join the company, earn the respect, make a small talk) 

18) If you are polite, you won’t ___________________ or upset anybody. 

(cause offense, join the company, earn the respect, make a small talk) 

19) In business, when you meet someone for the first time, it’s polite to __________________ 

(shake hands, join the company, earn the respect, make a small talk) 

20) Nasser has applied to _________________ where his father works. 

(shake hands, join the company, earn the respect, make a small talk) 

 

 

Question Number Five 

A. EDITING 

Imagine you are an editor in the Jordan Times. You are asked to edit the following 

lines that have four underlined mistakes. Correct the mistakes and write the 

answers down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In 2013 CE, 23.6% of Jordan’s imborts were from Saudi Arabia. Jordan has more 

free trade agreements than any other Arab country, and it traded freely with many 

countries, including the USA, Canada and Malaysia. Which other areas are 

important for Jordan’s trade . Jordan first signed a trade agrement with the EU in 

1997 CE. 
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Unit 9 Activities Answers  على الوحدة التاسعة تماريناجابات 
 

Question Number Two 

B. Choose the suitable item from those given in the box to complete each of the 

following sentences. There are more words than you need. Write the answers 

down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

conflict make prepared small talk ask 
 

1) After the talk, there will be a chance for you to ask questions about anything you don’t understand. 

2) Before the serious discussion starts, we always make a small talk; it’s often about the weather! 

3) When two sides disagree and argue, there is conflict. 

4) When you are ready for something, you are prepared for it. 

 

track record patient earn offense hands 

 

5) By working hard, you will earn the respect of your boss. 

6) If you are polite, you won’t cause offense or upset anybody. 

7) In business, when you meet someone for the first time, it’s polite to shake hands. 

8) When you can prove that you have experience, you have a track record. 

 

company negotiate patient mistake conflict compromise 

 

9) Be very careful when you answer the questions, and try not to make a mistake. 

10) Nasser has applied to join the company where his father works. 

11) When each side changes their position a little so that they can agree, they have managed to 

compromise. 

12) When you stay calm and take your time, you are being patient. 

13) When you talk about business and try to do a deal, you negotiate. 
 
 

Question Number Two 

B. Study the following sentences and replace the underlined misused verbs with the 

appropriate ones to form the correct collocations, and write the answers down in 

your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
1) After the talk, there will be a chance for you to ask questions about anything you don’t understand. 

2) Be very careful when you answer the questions, and try not to make a mistake. 

3) Before the serious discussion starts, we always make a small talk; it’s often about the weather! 

4) By working hard, you will earn the respect of your boss. 

5) If you are polite, you won’t cause offense or upset anybody. 

6) In business, when you meet someone for the first time, it’s polite to shake hands. 

7) Nasser has applied to join the company where his father works. 
 

B. Study the following sentences and replace the underlined misused collocations 

with the correct ones, and write the answers down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

8) After the talk, there will be a chance for you to ask questions about anything you don’t understand. 

9) Be very careful when you answer the questions, and try not to make a mistake. 

10) Before the serious discussion starts, we always make a small talk; it’s often about the weather! 

11) By working hard, you will earn the respect of your boss. 
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12) If you are polite, you won’t cause offense or upset anybody. 

13) In business, when you meet someone for the first time, it’s polite to shake hands. 

14) Nasser has applied to join the company where his father works. 

 

Question Number Two 

C. Choose the suitable items from those given below to complete each of the 

following sentences and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

1) Before you apply for a job, check that you have the correct _______________.  

(qualify, qualification, qualified) 

2) Congratulations on a very _____________ business deal. 

(succeed, success, successful) 

3) It’s important to have an _____________ of different countries’ customs.  

(aware, awareness) 

4) My father often talks about what he did in his _____________.  

(young, youth, youthful) 

5) The company is pleased with your work and is happy to give you a _____________.  

(recommend, recommendation, recommendable) 

6) We should always be ready to listen to good _____________.  

(advise, advice, advisable) 

 

Question Number Three 

A. Choose the correct forms of the verbs from those given below to complete each 

of the following sentences and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

1) Ali did not pass his exams. If only he ____________ harder last year.  

(study, studied, had studied) 

2) Fadi has lost his wallet. He wishes he ______________ more careful.  

(was, were, had been) 

3) Huda was too busy to visit us yesterday. If only she _______________able to come.  

(was, were, had been) 

4) I am very hungry! I wish I _______________before I went to the conference.  

(eats, ate, had eaten, eating) 

5) I can’t do this exercise. I wish I _______________ it.  

(understood, understand, understanding) 

6) I couldn’t understand anything. If only I had studied Chinese!  

(studies, studying, had studied) 

7) I feel ill. I wish I _____________ so many sweets.  

(didn’t eat, hadn’t eaten, doesn’t eat) 

8) I feel ill. I wish I __________________ so many sweets!  

(don’t eat, didn’t eat, hadn’t eaten) 

9) I regret the deal now. I wish we __________________ it.  

(hadn’t done, did, does) 

10) I want to go out this afternoon, but I don’t feel well. If only I _______________a headache. 

(don’t have, didn’t have, hadn’t had) 

11) I wish I’d known more about the company. If only I __________________ some research!  

(do, did, had done) 

12) I’m cold. I wish I _______________a coat.  

(bring, had brought, will bring) 
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13) I’m looking at a beautiful view, and I’d love to take a photo. If only I ________a camera with me.  

(have, has, had) 

14) I’ve broken my watch. I wish I ________________it.  

(don’t drop, hadn’t dropped, won’t drop) 

15) Ibrahim was right and I was wrong. I wish I __________________ to him.  

(listens, listened, had listened) 

16) It was too hot to go to the beach yesterday. If only it_____________ cooler.  

(be, were, had been) 

17) Jaber isn’t old enough to drive a car. He wishes he __________________ older.  

(are, was, is) 

18) Jordan _________________ goods to the EU in 2011 CE.  

(exported, has exported, will export) 

19) Jordan __________ many products to the EU even before the 1997 CE trade agreement was made.  

(export, had exported, will export) 

20) Jordan needs to import a lot of oil. If only it ________________larger oil reserves.  

(has, had, had had) 

21) Mr Haddad does not understand the Chinese businessman. If only he ___________Chinese.  

(speak, spoke, had spoken) 

22) My brother and I never want to watch the same TV programme. I wish we _____ the same things.  

(likes, liked, had liked) 

23) My cousins don’t live near here. I wish they __________________ so far away.  

(aren’t, isn’t, weren’t) 

24) Our flat is very small. If only we __________________ in a big house.  

(live, lived, had lived) 

25) Smaller amounts of food, live animals and machinery _________________ to the EU.  

(were exported, exported, has been exporting) 

26) We’re late. If only we _______________up earlier.  

(get, had gotten, gets) 

27) Ziad did not know about Chinese culture when he went on a business trip to China. He wishes he 

__________________ a cultural awareness course.  

(do, did, had done) 

28) Ziad is not very good at basketball. He wishes he _____________ taller!  

(is , were , was) 
 

Question Number Three 

B. Complete each of the following items so that the new item has a similar meaning 

to the one before it, and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

1) Fadi has lost his wallet.  

He wishes he hadn’t lost his wallet. 

2) He didn’t take piano lessons when I was a child. 

He wishes he had taken piano lessons when he was a child. 

3) He didn’t visit England last summer.  

If only he had visited England last summer. 

4) Huda was too busy to visit us yesterday.  

If only she hadn’t been too busy to visit us yesterday. 

5) I did not do well in my exams.  

I wish I had done well in my exams. 

6) I didn’t help my mother much in the kitchen.  

I wish had helped my mother more in the kitchen. 
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7) I didn’t visit my grandparents yesterday.  

I wish I had visited my grandparents yesterday. 

8) I feel ill. I ate so many sweets.  

I wish I hadn’t eaten so many sweets.  

9) I regret going to bed late last night.  

I wish I hadn’t gone to bed late last night. 

10) I wish I had learnt English better when I was younger.  

If only I had learnt English better when I was younger. 

11) I’m cold. I didn’t bring a coat.  

I wish I had brought a coat. 

12) I’ve broken my watch.  

I wish I hadn’t broken my watch. 

13) If only I had concentrated properly in class today. This homework is really difficult.  

I wish I had concentrated properly in class today. 

14) Nader should have been more careful with his essay. He didn’t get a good mark.  

He wishes had been more careful with his essay. 

15) Nahla could not find her way round the city very easily.  

If only she could find her way round the city very easily. 

16) Oh no! I’ve forgotten my library book. I left it at home.  

I wish I hadn’t forgotten my library book. 

17) Our holiday was not enjoyable.  

We wish our holiday had been enjoyable. 

18) Our team didn’t play very well yesterday.  

If only they had played very well yesterday. 

19) Samia regrets being angry at breakfast time.  

If only Samia hadn’t been angry at breakfast time. 

20) Sultan forgot to do his Science homework.  

If only he hadn’t forgotten to do his science homework. 

21) The meeting was not successful.  

I wish the meeting had been successful. 

22) They didn’t read more classic novels in Grade 11.  

They wish they had read more classic novels in Grade 11. 

23)  We’re late. I got up late.  

If only we hadn’t gotten up late. 

 

Question Number Four 

Choose the suitable item from those given to complete each of the following 

sentences and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

1) After the talk, there will be a chance for you to ___________ questions about anything you don’t 

understand.  

(ask, make, shake, join) 

2) Be very careful when you answer the questions, and try not to ____________ a mistake.  

(ask, make, shake, join) 

3) Before the serious discussion starts, we always ________ a small talk; it’s often about the weather!  

(ask, make, shake, join) 

4) By working hard, you will ____________ the respect of your boss.  

(ask, make, shake, earn) 

5) If you are polite, you won’t ____________ offense or upset anybody.  

(cause, make, shake, join) 
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6) In business, when you meet someone for the first time, it’s polite to ____________ hands.  

(ask, make, shake, join) 

7) Nasser has applied to ____________ the company where his father works.  

(ask, make, shake, join) 

8) I’m cold. I wish I _______________a coat.  

(bring, had brought, will bring, brings) 

9) We’re late. If only we _______________earlier.  

(get up, had gotten up, gets up, will get up) 

10) I feel ill. I wish I _____________ so many sweets.  

(didn’t eat, hadn’t eaten, doesn’t eat, won’t eat) 

11) Fadi has lost his wallet. He wishes he ______________ more careful.  

(will be, is, were, had been) 

12) Huda was too busy to visit us yesterday. If only she _______________able to come.  

(was, been, were, had been) 

13) I’ve broken my watch. I wish I ________________it.  

(don’t drop, hadn’t dropped, won’t drop, doesn’t drop) 

14) After the talk, there will be a chance for you to ___________about anything you don’t understand. 

(shake hands, join the company, ask questions, make a small talk) 

15) Be very careful when you answer the questions, and try not to ___________________. 

(shake hands, join the company, earn the respect, make a mistake) 

16) Before the serious discussion starts, we always _______________; it’s often about the weather! 

(shake hands, join the company, earn the respect, make a small talk) 

17) By working hard, you will ________________ of your boss. 

(shake hands, join the company, earn the respect, make a small talk) 

18) If you are polite, you won’t ___________________ or upset anybody. 

(cause offense, join the company, earn the respect, make a small talk) 

19) In business, when you meet someone for the first time, it’s polite to __________________ 

(shake hands, join the company, earn the respect, make a small talk) 

20) Nasser has applied to _________________ where his father works. 

(shake hands, join the company, earn the respect, make a small talk) 
 

Question Number Five 

A. EDITING 

Imagine you are an editor in the Jordan Times. You are asked to edit the following 

lines that have four underlined mistakes. Correct the mistakes and write the 

answers down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 مالحظات التصحيح الخطأ السطر

1 imborts imports  

2 traded trades 
ألنه اليوجد اي دليل في الجملة، لذلك نعتبر الجملة مضارع بسيط. و في حالة الفاعل 

 s/es، نضيف لنهاية الفعل   it المفرد

 و السؤال ينتهي باشارة استفهام و ليس نقطة  whichالجملة تبدأ بأداة سؤال  ? . 4

4 agrement agreement  

 

In 2013 CE, 23.6% of Jordan’s imborts were from Saudi Arabia. Jordan has more 

free trade agreements than any other Arab country, and it traded freely with many 

countries, including the USA, Canada and Malaysia. Which other areas are 

important for Jordan’s trade . Jordan first signed a trade agrement with the EU in 

1997 CE. 
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Unit 10 Activities العاشرةعلى الوحدة  ينرامت 
 

Question Number Two 

A. Choose the suitable item from those given in the box to complete each of the 

following sentences. There are more words than you need. Write the answers 

down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

into meeting taking unless consider rewarding 
 

1) After a long _____________ , we managed to do a deal.  

2) Ali is thinking of _____________ a course in Agriculture.  

3) Babies are usually happy _____________ they’re hungry or cold.  

4) Before you find a full-time job, why don’t you BU _____________ doing voluntary work?  

5) Can you translate this Arabic _____________ English for me, please?  

 

responsible when rewarding satisfaction consider translation 

 

6) Doing volunteer work can be a very _____________ experience. 

7) I get a feeling of _____________ after a hard day’s work.  

8) I have just read a _____________ of a book by a Japanese author. 

9) Ice cream melts _____________ it gets warm.  

10) In order to work in finance, you need to be a very _____________ person.  

 

seminar interpret secure satisfaction job regional 

 

11) In the UK, there is a central government, but there are also _________ councils around the country. 

12) Make sure your online passwords are _____________.  

13) My friend has just got a _____________ at our local bank.  

14) My uncle is fluent in several languages. He is often able to _____________ for us during 

conversations with foreigners. 

15) Nada made a successful presentation at a _____________ in Irbid last month. 

 

as if rewarding even if headphones 

 

16) Our team will celebrate _____________ they win the match.  

17) Please listen to the music through _____________ so that you don’t disturb anybody. 

18) We should always be polite _____________ we feel tired.  

19) Would you like to work _____________ a teacher in a big school?  
 

Question Number Two 

B. Study the following sentences and answer the question that follows, and write 

the answers down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

1) Ice cream melts when it gets warm. 

2) If people had had mobile phones in the past, they would have been able to communicate 

more easily. 

3) If you don’t water the plants, they will die. 
 

What is the function of the above sentences? 
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Question Number Two 

C. Choose the suitable items from those given below to complete each of the 

following sentences and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

1) I get a feeling of __________________ after a hard day’s work.  

(satisfy, satisfaction, satisfied) 

2) In order to work in finance, you need to be a very __________________ person.  

(respond, response, responsible) 

3) I have just read a __________________ of a book by a Japanese author.  

(translate, translation, translator) 

4) In the UK, there is a central government, but there are also __________________ councils around 

the country.  

(region, regional, regionally) 

5) My uncle is fluent in several languages. He is often able to __________________ for us during 

conversations with foreigners.  

(interpret, interpretation, interpreter) 

 

 

Question Number Three 

A. Choose the correct forms of the verbs from those given below to complete each 

of the following sentences and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

1) Babies ___________ usually happy unless they’re hungry or cold.  

(am, is, are) 

2) Do you usually go home or meet your friends when school ___________ ?  

(finished, had finished, finishes) 

3) During Ramadan, we eat when the sun ________ .  

(sets, sat, would set) 

4) Even if Omar ___________ his driving test this afternoon, he won’t have his own car.  

(passes, passed, had passed) 

5) I ___________ you with your homework, as long as you help me with mine!  

(helps, will help, had helped) 

6) I _________________ the job if I had had some experience.  

(will get, got, would have got) 

7) I ________the job offer provided that it’s part-time – I haven’t finished my university studies yet.  

(take, will take, might have taken) 

8) I’ll phone you if I miss the bus so that you ________ me up.  

(pick, picked, had picked) 

9) Ice cream melts when it ___________ warm.  

(gets, got, had gotten) 

10) If people _________________ about global warming in the past, they would have stopped using 

fossil fuels by now.  

(know, knew, had known) 

11) If people had had mobile phones in the past, they ___________ able to communicate more easily.  

(would have been, was, are) 

12) If there _______________ email in the 1960s, people would have stopped writing letters by now.  

(was, had been, is) 

13) If you ___________ successful, it will be a secure and rewarding job.  

(are, will be, could have been) 
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14) If you ___________ the prize, how will you spend the money?  

(wins, win, would win) 

15) If you ______________ the course, you would have had enough experience to apply for the job.  

(do, did, had done) 

16) If you don’t water the plants, they ___________ .  

(had died, will die, could have died) 

17) If you get an interview for a job, you ___________ to show that you have good listening skills.  

(need, will need, had needed) 

18) Nasser ___________ out with us tomorrow unless he has to help his father.  

(came, will come, would come) 

19) Our team ___________ if they win the match.  

(celebrate, celebrated, will celebrate) 

20) Provided that everyone ___________ hard, we’ll all pass our exams. 

(worked, would work, works) 

21) Provided that it doesn’t rain, we ___________ a picnic next week.  

(will have, would have, would have had) 

22) The teacher ___________ pleased if I write a good essay.  

(be, will be, are) 

23) Unless you ___________ a language degree, you will not be able to become an interpreter.  

(had, have, had had) 

24) We ___________ umbrellas when it rains.  

(need, would need, needed) 

25) We have to go to school even if we ___________ tired.  

(be, am, is, are) 

26) We should always be polite even if we ___________ tired.  

(feel, felt, had felt) 

27) We’ll go to our favourite restaurant on Friday unless it _________ closed.  

(be, am, is, are) 

28) When you arrive at the station next Saturday, we ___________ there to meet you.  

(will be, would be, had been) 

29) When you heat water to 100°C, it ___________ .  

(boils, boiled, would boil) 

30) You ___________ a huge feeling of satisfaction when you know that people understand 

everything you translate.  

(got, had gotten, get) 

31) You will not pass your exams unless you ___________ hard.  

(study, studied, will study) 

32) Your new computer will last a long time as long as you ___________ careful with it.  

(is, be, are, been) 

 

Question Number Three 

B. Complete each of the following items so that the new item has a similar meaning 

to the one before it, and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

1) I didn’t know your phone number, so I wasn’t able to contact you.  

I could ________________________________________.  

2) I had a headache yesterday, and I didn’t do well in the Maths test.  

I might ________________________________________ 

3) I worked really hard the day before the exam. I got top marks.  

I might not ________________________________________. 
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4) It would be a good idea for you to make a list of questions.  

You ________________________________________.  

If __________________________________________. 

5) Saeed left his camera at home, so he wasn’t able to take pictures of the parade.  

If ________________________________________. 

6) You had a brightly-coloured T-shirt on. That’s how I noticed you in the crowd.  

I might not ________________________________________ 

7) You ought to get some work experience.  

Why ________________________________________. 

8) You should do a lot of research.  

If ________________________________________. 

9) You should practise the presentation several times.  

If ________________________________________. 

10) You shouldn’t look too casual.  

If ________________________________________. 

 
 

Question Number Four 

Choose the suitable item from those given to complete each of the following 

sentences and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

1) ____________ , I’d find out about training courses.  

(If I were you, Why don’t you, You could) 

2) _____________ study English at university?  

(If I were you, Why don’t you, You could) 

3) _________________ , I would ask the teacher.  

(If I were you, Why don’t you, You could) 

4) __________everyone works hard, we’ll all pass our exams.  

(provided that, unless, even if) 

5) After a long _______________ , we managed to do a deal.  

(job, meeting, taking, secure) 

6) Ali is thinking of _______________ a course in Agriculture.  

(taking, satisfaction, secure, responsible) 

7) As you have a Geology degree, you ________ a course in Land Surveying and become a surveyor.  

(if I were you, why don’t you, could do) 

8) Babies are usually happy __________they’re hungry or cold.  

(when, unless, even if) 

9) Before you find a full-time job, why don’t you _______doing voluntary work?  

(consider, to consider, considers, considered) 

10) Can you translate this Arabic _______________ English for me, please?  

(as, on, into, about, at) 

11) During Ramadan, we ________ when the sun sets.  

(eat, ate, had eaten, would eat) 

12) Even if Omar passes his driving test this afternoon, he _______________ his own car.  

(wouldn’t have, won’t have, wouldn’t have had, have) 

13) I ________ you if I miss the bus so that you pick me up.  

(will phone, would phone, might have phoned, had phoned) 

14) I get a feeling of _______________ after a hard day’s work.  

(taking, satisfaction, secure, responsible) 
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15) I will help you with your homework, as long as you _______________ me with mine!  

(help, helped, will help, would help) 

16) I will take the job offer provided that it _______ part-time – I haven’t finished my university 

studies yet.  

(be, am, is, are) 

17) I would have got the job if I _________________ some experience.  

(will have, had, had had) 

18) I’d like to talk _______________ the film I’ve just seen; it was brilliant!  

(as, on, into, about, at) 

19) Ice cream melts __________it gets warm.  

(when, unless, even if) 

20) If people ____________ mobile phones in the past, they would have been able to communicate 

more easily.  

(have, had, had had) 

21) If people had known about global warming in the past, they __________ using fossil fuels by now.  

(had stopped, would have stopped, will stopp) 

22) If there had been email in the 1960s, people _________________ writing letters by now.  

(stop, stopped, would have stopped) 

23) If you _________ an interview for a job, you will need to show that you have good listening skills.  

(get, got, had gotten) 

24) If you _______________ the prize, how will you spend the money?  

(win, won, had won, would win) 

25) If you are successful, it ___________ a secure and rewarding job.  

(are, will be, could have been) 

26) If you don’t water the plants, they will die.  

(doesn’t water, don’t water, didn’t water) 

27) If you had done the course, you _________________ enough experience to apply for the job.  

(would have had, will have, have) 

28) In order to work in finance, you need to be a very _______________ person.  

(taking, satisfaction, secure, responsible) 

29) Make sure your online passwords are _______________ .  

(taking, satisfaction, secure, responsible) 

30) My friend has just got a _______________ at our local bank.  

(job, meeting, taking, secure) 

31) My sister is really good _______________ drawing and painting.  

(as, on, into, about, at) 

32) Nasser _______________ out with us tomorrow unless he has to help his father.  

(come, will come, would come, might have come) 

33) Our team will celebrate __________they win the match.  

(unless, even if, if) 

34) Provided that it _______________, we will have a picnic next week.  

(doesn’t rain, won’t rain, didn’t rain, wouldn’t rain) 

35) The teacher asked us _______________ our favourite books.  

(as, on, into, about, at) 

36) The teacher will be pleased __________I write a good essay.  

(unless, if, even if) 

37) Unless you have a language degree, you ___________ able to become an interpreter. 

(isn’t, won’t be, wouldn’t be) 

38) We ________ to our favourite restaurant on Friday unless it’s closed.  

(had gone, could have gone, would go, will go) 
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39) We __________to school even if we’re tired.  

(have to go, has to go, had to go) 

40) We need to decide _______________ a place to meet.  

(as, on, into, about, at) 

41) We need umbrellas __________it rains.  

(when, unless, even if) 

42) We should always be polite __________we feel tired.  

(when, unless, even if) 

43) When you _______________ at the station next Saturday, we will be there to meet you.  

(arrive, arrives, arrived, had arrived) 

44) When you ______________ water to 100°C, it boils.  

(will heat, heated, heat) 

45) Would you like to work _______________ a teacher in a big school?  

(as, on, into, about, at) 

46) You _____________ a Chinese course online.  

(if I were you, why don’t you, could do) 

47) Your new computer _______________ a long time as long as you are careful with it.  

(will last, would last, could have lasted  , had lasted) 

48) You get a huge feeling of satisfaction when you ________________ that people understand 

everything you translate.  

(knew, had known, know) 

49) You get a huge feeling of satisfaction when you know that people ____________ everything you 

translate.  

(understand, understood, had understood) 

 

 

Question Number Five 

A. EDITING 

Imagine you are an editor in the Jordan Times. You are asked to edit the following 

lines that have four underlined mistakes. Correct the mistakes and write the 

answers down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What exactly have you study over those four years? 

Quite a lot! Maths, of course, Accounting, Finance and Economics. Oh yes, 

Markiting and Sales, too. I also did a course in Management, which is about 

recruiting and managing staff, and how to deel with conflict, and a course in 

Advertising , We all had to do IT, too, because computer skills are essential. 
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Unit 10 Activities Answers  على الوحدة العاشرة تماريناجابات 
 

Question Number Two 

B. Choose the suitable item from those given in the box to complete each of the 

following sentences. There are more words than you need. Write the answers 

down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

into meeting taking unless consider rewarding 
 

1) After a long meeting , we managed to do a deal.  

2) Ali is thinking of taking a course in Agriculture.  

3) Babies are usually happy unless they’re hungry or cold.  

4) Before you find a full-time job, why don’t you BU consider doing voluntary work?  

5) Can you translate this Arabic into English for me, please?  
 

responsible when rewarding satisfaction consider translation 
 

6) Doing volunteer work can be a very rewarding experience. 

7) I get a feeling of satisfaction after a hard day’s work.  

8) I have just read a translation of a book by a Japanese author. 

9) Ice cream melts when it gets warm.  

10) In order to work in finance, you need to be a very responsible person.  
 

seminar interpret secure satisfaction job regional 
 

11) In the UK, there is a central government, but there are also regional councils around the country. 

12) Make sure your online passwords are secure.  

13) My friend has just got a job at our local bank.  

14) My uncle is fluent in several languages. He is often able to interpret for us during conversations 

with foreigners. 

15) Nada made a successful presentation at a seminar in Irbid last month. 
 

as if rewarding even if headphones 
 

16) Our team will celebrate if they win the match.  

17) Please listen to the music through headphones so that you don’t disturb anybody. 

18) We should always be polite even if we feel tired.  

19) Would you like to work as a teacher in a big school?  
 
 

Question Number Two 

B. Study the following sentences and answer the question that follows, and write 

the answers down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

1) Ice cream melts when it gets warm. 

2) If people had had mobile phones in the past, they would have been able to communicate 

more easily. 

3) If you don’t water the plants, they will die. 
 

What is the function of the above sentences? 
 1. Something that always happens after a certain action or event. 

 2. past impossible situation 

 3. Future outcome of a certain future action or event. 
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Question Number Two 

C. Choose the suitable items from those given below to complete each of the 

following sentences and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

1) I get a feeling of satisfaction after a hard day’s work.  

(satisfy, satisfaction, satisfied) 

2) In order to work in finance, you need to be a very responsible person.  

(respond, response, responsible) 

3) I have just read a translation of a book by a Japanese author.  

(translate, translation, translator) 

4) In the UK, there is a central government, but there are also regional councils around the country.  

(region, regional, regionally) 

5) My uncle is fluent in several languages. He is often able to interpret for us during conversations 

with foreigners.  

(interpret, interpretation, interpreter) 

 

Question Number Three 

A. Choose the correct forms of the verbs from those given below to complete each 

of the following sentences and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

1) Babies ___________ usually happy unless they’re hungry or cold.  

(am, is, are) 

2) Do you usually go home or meet your friends when school ___________ ?  

(finished, had finished, finishes) 

3) During Ramadan, we eat when the sun ________ .  

(sets, sat, would set) 

4) Even if Omar ___________ his driving test this afternoon, he won’t have his own car.  

(passes, passed, had passed) 

5) I ___________ you with your homework, as long as you help me with mine!  

(helps, will help, had helped) 

6) I _________________ the job if I had had some experience.  

(will get, got, would have got) 

7) I ________the job offer provided that it’s part-time – I haven’t finished my university studies yet.  

(take, will take, might have taken) 

8) I’ll phone you if I miss the bus so that you ________ me up.  

(pick, picked, had picked) 

9) Ice cream melts when it ___________ warm.  

(gets, got, had gotten) 

10) If people _________________ about global warming in the past, they would have stopped using 

fossil fuels by now.  

(know, knew, had known) 

11) If people had had mobile phones in the past, they ___________ able to communicate more easily.  

(would have been, was, are) 

12) If there _______________ email in the 1960s, people would have stopped writing letters by now.  

(was, had been, is) 

13) If you ___________ successful, it will be a secure and rewarding job.  

(are, will be, could have been) 

14) If you ___________ the prize, how will you spend the money?  

(wins, win, would win) 
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15) If you ______________ the course, you would have had enough experience to apply for the job.  

(do, did, had done) 

16) If you don’t water the plants, they ___________ .  

(had died, will die, could have died) 

17) If you get an interview for a job, you ___________ to show that you have good listening skills.  

(need, will need, had needed) 

18) Nasser ___________ out with us tomorrow unless he has to help his father.  

(came, will come, would come) 

19) Our team ___________ if they win the match.  

(celebrate, celebrated, will celebrate) 

20) Provided that everyone ___________ hard, we’ll all pass our exams. 

(worked, would work, works) 

21) Provided that it doesn’t rain, we ___________ a picnic next week.  

(will have, would have, would have had) 

22) The teacher ___________ pleased if I write a good essay.  

(be, will be, are) 

23) Unless you ___________ a language degree, you will not be able to become an interpreter.  

(had, have, had had) 

24) We ___________ umbrellas when it rains.  

(need, would need, needed) 

25) We have to go to school even if we ___________ tired.  

(be, am, is, are) 

26) We should always be polite even if we ___________ tired.  

(feel, felt, had felt) 

27) We’ll go to our favourite restaurant on Friday unless it _________ closed.  

(be, am, is, are) 

28) When you arrive at the station next Saturday, we ___________ there to meet you.  

(will be, would be, had been) 

29) When you heat water to 100°C, it ___________ .  

(boils, boiled, would boil) 

30) You ___________ a huge feeling of satisfaction when you know that people understand 

everything you translate.  

(got, had gotten, get) 

31) You will not pass your exams unless you ___________ hard.  

(study, studied, will study) 

32) Your new computer will last a long time as long as you ___________ careful with it.  

(is, be, are, been) 

 

Question Number Three 

B. Complete each of the following items so that the new item has a similar meaning 

to the one before it, and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

1) I didn’t know your phone number, so I wasn’t able to contact you.  

I could have been able to contact you if I had known your phone number.  

I could have contacted you if I had known your phone number. 

2) I had a headache yesterday, and I didn’t do well in the Maths test.  

I might have done well in the Maths test if I hadn’t had a headache. 

3) I worked really hard the day before the exam. I got top marks.  

I might not have gotten top marks if I hadn’t worked really hard the day before the exam. 
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4) It would be a good idea for you to make a list of questions.  

You could make a list of questions.  

If I were you, I could make a list of questions. 

5) Saeed left his camera at home, so he wasn’t able to take pictures of the parade.  

If Saeed hadn’t left his camera at home, he could have taken pictures of the parade. 

6) You had a brightly-coloured T-shirt on. That’s how I noticed you in the crowd.  

I might not have noticed you in the crowd if you hadn’t had a brightly-coloured T-shirt. 

7) You ought to get some work experience.  

Why don’t you get some work experience. 

8) You should do a lot of research.  

If I were you, I would do a lot of research. 

9) You should practise the presentation several times.  

If I were you, I would practise the presentation several times. 

10) You shouldn’t look too casual.  

If I were you, I wouldn’t look too casual. 

 

Question Number Four 

Choose the suitable item from those given to complete each of the following 

sentences and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

1) ____________ , I’d find out about training courses.  

(If I were you, Why don’t you, You could) 

2) _____________ study English at university?  

(If I were you, Why don’t you, You could) 

3) _________________ , I would ask the teacher.  

(If I were you, Why don’t you, You could) 

4) __________everyone works hard, we’ll all pass our exams.  

(provided that, unless, even if) 

5) After a long _______________ , we managed to do a deal.  

(job, meeting, taking, secure) 

6) Ali is thinking of _______________ a course in Agriculture.  

(taking, satisfaction, secure, responsible) 

7) As you have a Geology degree, you ________ a course in Land Surveying and become a surveyor.  

(if I were you, why don’t you, could do) 

8) Babies are usually happy __________they’re hungry or cold.  

(when, unless, even if) 

9) Before you find a full-time job, why don’t you _______doing voluntary work?  

(consider, to consider, considers, considered) 

10) Can you translate this Arabic _______________ English for me, please?  

(as, on, into, about, at) 

11) During Ramadan, we ________ when the sun sets.  

(eat, ate, had eaten, would eat) 

12) Even if Omar passes his driving test this afternoon, he _______________ his own car.  

(wouldn’t have, won’t have, wouldn’t have had, have) 

13) I ________ you if I miss the bus so that you pick me up.  

(will phone, would phone, might have phoned, had phoned) 

14) I get a feeling of _______________ after a hard day’s work.  

(taking, satisfaction, secure, responsible) 

15) I will help you with your homework, as long as you _______________ me with mine!  

(help, helped, will help, would help) 
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16) I will take the job offer provided that it ____________ part-time – I haven’t finished my university 

studies yet.  

(be, am, is, are) 

17) I would have got the job if I _________________ some experience.  

(will have, had, had had) 

18) I’d like to talk _______________ the film I’ve just seen; it was brilliant!  

(as, on, into, about, at) 

19) Ice cream melts __________it gets warm.  

(when, unless, even if) 

20) If people ____________ mobile phones in the past, they would have been able to communicate 

more easily.  

(have, had, had had) 

21) If people had known about global warming in the past, they __________ using fossil fuels by now.  

(had stopped, would have stopped, will stopp) 

22) If there had been email in the 1960s, people _________________ writing letters by now.  

(stop, stopped, would have stopped) 

23) If you _________ an interview for a job, you will need to show that you have good listening skills.  

(get, got, had gotten) 

24) If you _______________ the prize, how will you spend the money?  

(win, won, had won, would win) 

25) If you are successful, it ___________ a secure and rewarding job.  

(are, will be, could have been) 

26) If you don’t water the plants, they will die.  

(doesn’t water, don’t water, didn’t water) 

27) If you had done the course, you _________________ enough experience to apply for the job.  

(would have had, will have, have) 

28) In order to work in finance, you need to be a very _______________ person.  

(taking, satisfaction, secure, responsible) 

29) Make sure your online passwords are _______________ .  

(taking, satisfaction, secure, responsible) 

30) My friend has just got a _______________ at our local bank.  

(job, meeting, taking, secure) 

31) My sister is really good _______________ drawing and painting.  

(as, on, into, about, at) 

32) Nasser _______________ out with us tomorrow unless he has to help his father.  

(come, will come, would come, might have come) 

33) Our team will celebrate __________they win the match.  

(unless, even if, if) 

34) Provided that it _______________, we will have a picnic next week.  

(doesn’t rain, won’t rain, didn’t rain, wouldn’t rain) 

35) The teacher asked us _______________ our favourite books.  

(as, on, into, about, at) 

36) The teacher will be pleased __________I write a good essay.  

(unless, if, even if) 

37) Unless you have a language degree, you ___________ able to become an interpreter. 

(isn’t, won’t be, wouldn’t be) 

38) We ________ to our favourite restaurant on Friday unless it’s closed.  

(had gone, could have gone, would go, will go) 

39) We __________to school even if we’re tired.  

(have to go, has to go, had to go) 
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40) We need to decide _______________ a place to meet.  

(as, on, into, about, at) 

41) We need umbrellas __________it rains.  

(when, unless, even if) 

42) We should always be polite __________we feel tired.  

(when, unless, even if) 

43) When you _______________ at the station next Saturday, we will be there to meet you.  

(arrive, arrives, arrived, had arrived) 

44) When you ______________ water to 100°C, it boils.  

(will heat, heated, heat) 

45) Would you like to work _______________ a teacher in a big school?  

(as, on, into, about, at) 

46) You _____________ a Chinese course online.  

(if I were you, why don’t you, could do) 

47) Your new computer _______________ a long time as long as you are careful with it.  

(will last, would last, could have lasted  , had lasted) 

48) You get a huge feeling of satisfaction when you ________________ that people understand 

everything you translate.  

(knew, had known, know) 

49) You get a huge feeling of satisfaction when you know that people ______________ everything 

you translate.  

(understand, understood, had understood) 

 

Question Number Five 

A. EDITING 

Imagine you are an editor in the Jordan Times. You are asked to edit the following 

lines that have four underlined mistakes. Correct the mistakes and write the 

answers down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 مالحظات التصحيح الخطأ السطر

1 study studied  يوجد الفعل المساعدhave و لذلك يكون بعده تصريف ثالث للفعل 

3 Markiting Marketing  

4 deel deal  

بعد الفاصلة يوجد حرف كبير و هو عالمة على بداية جملة جديدة  . , 5

 لذلك نضع نقطة في نهاية الجملة و ليس فاصلة

 

 

What exactly have you study over those four years? 

Quite a lot! Maths, of course, Accounting, Finance and Economics. Oh yes, 

Markiting and Sales, too. I also did a course in Management, which is about 

recruiting and managing staff, and how to deel with conflict, and a course in 

Advertising , We all had to do IT, too, because computer skills are essential. 
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Quiz – Units 6-10  01 - 6الوحدات  –اختبار قصير 
 

Question Number Two 

A. Choose the suitable item from those given in the box to complete each of the 

following sentences. There are more words than you need. Write the answers 

down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

memorable nutrients do you want hadn’t lost 
 

1) If only I ________________ my ticket! 

2) If you ________________ to learn a new language, you need to be motivated. 

3) Nuts contain useful ________________ such as oils and fats. 

4) The graduation ceremony was a very ________________ occasion for everyone. 

5) You don’t speak French, ________________ ? 
 
 

Question Number Two 

B. Study the following sentences and replace the underlined verb with the suitable 

phrasal verb, and write the answers down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

 

The police are investigating the cause of the accident. 

 

Question Number Two 

C. Choose the suitable items from those given below to complete each of the 

following sentences and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

1) The graduation ceremony was a very ________________ occasion for everyone.  

(memory, memorizing, memorable) 

2) Nuts contain useful ___________________ such as oils and fats.  

(nutrients, nutritious, nutrition) 

 
 

Question Number Three 

A. Choose the correct forms of the verbs from those given below to complete each 

of the following sentences and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

1) Algebra ________________ by Arab mathematicians.  

(invented, was invented, are inventing) 

2) I wish I ________________ that book.  

(is reading, had read, reads) 

3) If only I ________________ my ticket!  

(haven’t lost, doesn’t lose, hadn’t lost) 

4) If you ________________ to learn a new language, you need to be motivated.  

(will want, want, wanted) 

5) People ________________ that the brain is like a computer.  

(say, has said, is saying) 

6) You don’t speak French, ________________ you?  

(do, did,  does) 
 

 

 

 

 السؤال المظلل باللون االصفر هو من الوحدة الثامنة و هذه الوحدة محذوفة للطالب الجدد الحظة:م
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Question Number Three 

B. Complete each of the following items so that the new item has a similar meaning 

to the one before it, and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

1) Arab mathematicians invented algebra.  

Algebra _________________________ 

2) I am sorry that I didn’t read that book.  

I wish I __________________________________ 

3) People say that the brain is like a computer.  

It ___________________ 

4) Where does the bus go from, please?  

Could you tell me ____________________________? 

5) I wish I’d done more revision.  

If only __________________________ 

6) There’s less information on the website than there is in the book.  

There ________________ 

7) Where’s the post office, please?  

Do you mind telling me______________________? 

8) They say that fish is good for the brain.  

Fish __________________________ 

9) You shouldn’t worry so much.  

If ____________________________ 

10) The cheapest thing on the menu is orange juice.  

The least _________________________ 

 
 

Question Number Four 

Choose the suitable item from those given to complete each of the following 

sentences and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

1) I couldn’t climb Mount Everest ___________ someone carried my equipment for me!  

(even if, as long as, provided that, when) 

2) I didn’t enjoy the book. In fact it was the __________interesting story I’ve ever read.  

(little, less, least, as little as) 

3) I haven’t got as much homework ________ my brother.  

(so, than, as, like) 

4) I’m tired today because I went to bed _________than usual last night.  

(late, later, latest, as late as) 

5) If Huda _________ ill yesterday, she wouldn’t have missed the exam.  

(wasn’t, hadn’t been, hasn’t been, hadn’t) 

6) If my father had gone to university, he ___________have been a teacher.  

(can, could, will, is) 

7) Jaber looked ___________he hadn’t slept very well.  

(if, when, even if, as long as) 

8) Jameel might not have become a musician if his parents ___________him.  

(haven’t encouraged, hadn’t encouraged, hasn’t encouraged, don’t encourage) 

9) My sister doesn’t eat as much as I do. She always puts __________on her plate than I do.  

(much, less, least, many) 

10) That exam wasn’t very difficult, ___________?  

(was it, were it, is it, did it) 
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11) That’s a great idea. How did you come _________ it?  

(up with, up to, up in, on with) 

12) The bus is late. We’ll have to wait a little ___________.  

(long, longer, longest, as long as) 

13) Which words did you need to look ___________in a dictionary?  

(up, over, for, into) 
 

 

Question Number Five 

A. EDITING 

Imagine you are an editor in the Jordan Times. You are asked to edit the following 

lines that have four underlined mistakes. Correct the mistakes and write the 

answers down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is believe that when you learn a forein language, it helps to use the language        

as much you can. You should take every opportunity to engage in the conversation 

with a native speaker. Reading English books , or magazines also helps. 
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Quiz Answers – Units 6-10   01 - 6الوحدات  –اجابات االختبار القصير 
 

Question Number Two 

B. Choose the suitable item from those given in the box to complete each of the 

following sentences. There are more words than you need. Write the answers 

down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

memorable nutrients do you want hadn’t lost 
 

1) If only I hadn’t lost my ticket! 

2) If you want to learn a new language, you need to be motivated. 

3) Nuts contain useful nutrients such as oils and fats. 

4) The graduation ceremony was a very memorable occasion for everyone. 

5) You don’t speak French, do you? 
 
 

Question Number Two 

B. Study the following sentences and replace the underlined verb with the suitable 

phrasal verb, and write the answers down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

 

The police are looking into the cause of the accident. 

 

Question Number Two 

C. Choose the suitable items from those given below to complete each of the 

following sentences and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

1) The graduation ceremony was a very memorable occasion for everyone.  

(memory, memorizing, memorable) 

2) Nuts contain useful nutrients such as oils and fats.  

(nutrients, nutritious, nutrition) 

 
 

Question Number Three 

A. Choose the correct forms of the verbs from those given below to complete each 

of the following sentences and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

1) Algebra was invented by Arab mathematicians.  

(invented, was invented, are inventing) 

2) I wish I had read that book.  

(is reading, had read, reads) 

3) If only I hadn’t lost my ticket!  

(haven’t lost, doesn’t lose, hadn’t lost) 

4) If you want to learn a new language, you need to be motivated.  

(will want, want, wanted) 

5) People say that the brain is like a computer.  

(say, has said, is saying) 

6) You don’t speak French, do you?  

(do, did,  does) 
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Question Number Three 

B. Complete each of the following items so that the new item has a similar meaning 

to the one before it, and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

1) Arab mathematicians invented algebra.  

Algebra was invented by Arab mathematicians. 

2) I am sorry that I didn’t read that book.  

I wish I had read that book. 

3) People say that the brain is like a computer.  

It is said that the brain is like a computer. 

4) Where does the bus go from, please?  

Could you tell me where the bus goes from? 

5) I wish I’d done more revision.  

If only I’d done more revision. 

6) There’s less information on the website than there is in the book.  

There isn’t as much information on the website as there is in the book. 

7) Where’s the post office, please?  

Do you mind telling me where the post office is? 

8) They say that fish is good for the brain.  

Fish is said to be good for the brain. 

9) You shouldn’t worry so much.  

If I were you, I wouldn’t worry so much. 

10) The cheapest thing on the menu is orange juice.  

The least expensive thing on the menu is orange juice. 

 
 

Question Number Four 

Choose the suitable item from those given to complete each of the following 

sentences and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

1) I couldn’t climb Mount Everest ___________ someone carried my equipment for me!  

(even if, as long as, provided that, when) 

2) I didn’t enjoy the book. In fact it was the __________interesting story I’ve ever read.  

(little, less, least, as little as) 

3) I haven’t got as much homework ________ my brother.  

(so, than, as, like) 

4) I’m tired today because I went to bed _________than usual last night.  

(late, later, latest, as late as) 

5) If Huda _________ ill yesterday, she wouldn’t have missed the exam.  

(wasn’t, hadn’t been, hasn’t been, hadn’t) 

6) If my father had gone to university, he ___________have been a teacher.  

(can, could, will, is) 

7) Jaber looked ___________he hadn’t slept very well.  

(if, when, even if, as long as) 

8) Jameel might not have become a musician if his parents ___________him.  

(haven’t encouraged, hadn’t encouraged, hasn’t encouraged, don’t encourage) 

9) My sister doesn’t eat as much as I do. She always puts __________on her plate than I do.  

(much, less, least, many) 

10) That exam wasn’t very difficult, ___________?  

(was it, were it, is it, did it) 
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11) That’s a great idea. How did you come _________ it?  

(up with, up to, up in, on with) 

12) The bus is late. We’ll have to wait a little ___________.  

(long, longer, longest, as long as) 

13) Which words did you need to look ___________in a dictionary?  

(up, over, for, into) 
 

 

Question Number Five 

A. EDITING 

Imagine you are an editor in the Jordan Times. You are asked to edit the following 

lines that have four underlined mistakes. Correct the mistakes and write the 

answers down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

 

 

 

 

 مالحظات التصحيح الخطأ السطر

1 is believe is believed  

1 forein foreign  

2 as much as much as  

3 books, or magazines books or magazines مذكور شيئين فقط لذلك ال نضع فاصلة 

 

 

 

 

It is believe that when you learn a forein language, it helps to use the language        

as much you can. You should take every opportunity to engage in the conversation 

with a native speaker. Reading English books , or magazines also helps. 


